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The WTOP(FM) antenna in 1952. View is from near the
top of the tower looking down through the center.
The ' V' radiating elements have been colored by RW
for identification. The fourth set is partially obscured.
The large vertical beam is the support mast.

Have you ever seen an FM transmitting antenna mounted inside its supporting tower?
It was not a case of installers misreading blueprints. The job was intentional and planned at every step.
The site was at the intersection of
40th and Brandywine Streets in downtown Washington; the time was the
early 1950s. AM radio was still king,
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but many in the business were predicting areal futere for FM and television.
As aresult, old-line owners were adding
FM and television construction permits
to their holdings and the FCC was eager
to open up the new territory.
To set the stage, abrief history lesson involving some of Washington's
pioneer broadcasters is in order.
The catalyst was WTOP(AM). Though
its roots can be traced to 1926 and
Brooklyn, N.Y., for our purposes it's only
necessary to go back to the 1940s when
WTOP was a50 kW CBS O&O.
It was common for newspapers to
be joined at the hip to broadcasting
outlets; the Washington Poe was no
exception. Its broadcasting involvement
started with ownership of a "local channel" AM outlet, WINX, which oper(continued on page 16)

ALBANY, N.Y. — State emergency
administrators here are testing code
written to interact with video gaming
systems. They're exploring the state's
ability to send alerts via online gaming
networks.
New York authorities envision atime
when important weather alerts and other
information can penetrate the awareness of even the most diehard garners,
who otherwise might be ignorant of
what's happening in the world outside
their family rooms or basements.
Nintendo, Sony, Microsoft and others operate online networks that allow
players to compete with others around
the world. State emergency planners,
in concert with gaming console vendors, began conducting the tests late
last year, officials said.
This effort, believed to be the
first of its kind, also will go a long
way toward determining if Xbox and
PlayStation garners will sign on for
emergency warnings that could disrupt
their games, warning experts say.
Observers in the public warning
(continued on page 8)
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only one best choice. Wheatstone. For years, we've
been the network/control surface choice of top
broadcasters. And with good reason - we care.
Wheatstone's Audio-Over-IP product is tne best in
the business. Here's why .
1. WheatNet-IP is easiest for a station to
implement and configure. s, Iai lus uow; 1, the
easiest in the industry. IN
for Wheatstone to
provide factory on- site assistance unless you really
WANT us there. The manual and app notes will have
you up, running and stable in less time than any other
system.
2. WheatNet-IP is a natural for large facility
multi- station networking (and for smaller
facilities too!). It uses the IGMP features of
Etherrlet Layer 3switches to identify amulticast
packet, see which ports are requesting that packet,
and send it only to those ports. Traffic control is
maintained and system bandwidth is optimized.
3. Redundancy is critical. A typical WheatNet-IP
installation has multiple levels of redundancy. Each
BLADE holds the complete map of the entire system
within its onboard memory - we call it distributed

6. WheatNet-IP has an advantage.
at you . 0environment. Wheatstone
Is aperiect partner oecause we are always there,
always innovating. Built into every WheatNet-IP
BLADE are features others just didn't think of - handy
utility mixers, silence detection, crosspoint routing
control, headphone monitoring of any source, lots of
logic GPIO, and comprehensive metering of audio
I/O, not just signal- presence indicators. And, in the
hugely unlikely event that aBLADE needs to be
replaced, you just plug in anew one and enter the
BLADE number. That's it.

backups with failover in the event of afailure. Cisco
Staclfflise technology provides redundancy in the
central core TOC switch. A WheatNet-IP/E-Series
console studio complex can stand alone, even if the
TOC goes down, with backup analog or digital
program audio feeding aback end router
r
lcir,nendent ot the nore Gigabit infrastructure.
4. Modular is better. Why would you want to
col Iii.)11 10 your sWiiíJ1, ¡
nix engine and VO into one
box? Beats us. With WheatNet-IP, you install only
what you need, where you need it. We believe in
not overselling.

7. Wheatstone is local. WheatNet-IP and the
E- Series, just like ALL Wheatstone products, are
desioned, engineered and built from start to finish
in our New Bern NC USA facility. Everyone who
works on our products is 100% knowledgeable and
immediately available. You can relax - as with the
famous insurance company, you ARE in good hands.

5. Manufacturing quality is very important.
. , neatstone is proud to have the best track record in
the business for build-quality, reliability and intelligent
functionality. With far more up- and- running installations than anyone else, this is where we really shine.
An investment in WheatNet-IP and E- Series control
surfaces today will reward you with afuture- proof,
failsafe networking/control environment that's
infinitely updatable and in for the long run.

•

With WheatNet-IP, we think we've done our homework. In fact, we know we have. And we're happy to
say that we've got the best product on the market.
To learn more, and there's aLOT more, get us on the
phone or visit us on the web. We'll be happy to meet
with you and get you everything you need.
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Audio Networking— Simply Evolved
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28,364 products in
stock at press time!

Welcome Addition: FM
Comes to iPod Nano

APPLE iPod Nano

Author Likes Unit's RDS Support,
iTunes Tagging, Radio Live Pause
BY ALAN JURISON
Apple does a good job of keeping
product launches and features silent
before release. To much of the radio

FIRSTPERSON
industry's surprise and pleasure, FM
capability was part of the package when
Apple issued the fifth generation of the
iPod Nano in the second half of 2009.
Finally, years after portable MP3
devices emerged, the most popular
brand of portable music players incorporates an FM tuner.
Apple lets potential consumers sample functional units in their stores. These

that allows you to record the last 15 minutes of radio programming temporarily.
FM RADIO REVIEW
If you have used the classic iPod user
interface, you'll be right at home. For
those new to the iPod, the wheel user
interface may take a little time to get
used to.
Apple also does a great job with its
music playing, display, interface and
organization on this device. Seeing
album art when playing astored song is
acool and slick feature, and the buttons
and controls within the Music, Video
and Photos section are intuitive.
The radio, though, is why Iran out
and bought one. (Note that we're talking

Thumbs Up
+FM tuner
+Radio Live Pause
+Supports RDS, RT+
+Tagged songs can be purchased
in iTunes
+Great sensitivity for aportable
+Compact, popular well-known
design
Thumbs Down
—Tuner functions can be cumbersome
—Can't sort presets in preferred order
—Requires hard-wired connection
to sync to iTunes, no Wi-Fi
—No HD Radio or AM
—Small issues with RT+ support
Price: $ 149—$179

BSW:

Your Source For
Remote Gear!
BRAND
NEW
AudioTechnica
BPHS1
Broadcast
Headset
•
Rugged, comfortable
stereo headset
•High output, detailed sound reproduction
•
Closed-ear design seals out noise
•
Cardioid polar pattern rejects off-axis sounds
•Flexible boom for left/right positioning
•Pre-wired with XLR mic and 1/4"
headphone connectors
BPHS1

List $279.00

INFO: Apple Online Store
(store.apple.com/us), Apple's retail
stores and Apple Authorized
Resellers.

broadcast gear from people you trust
Audio Technica
Wireless System A BSW Exclusive

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

BSWUSA.COM
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The author's device displays frequency
and time as well as song, title and artist information.

Photo by Alan Jurison

include pre-loaded songs — as well as
earbuds for customers to experience
the player as they would after purchase.
This is important because without headphones, this radio has no antenna. My
suggestion to other retailers is to include
headphones on floor demonstration
models so customers can experience the
device properly.
After test-driving one at the Apple
store, Idecided to buy an 8GB model,
which retails for $ 149. Apple also offers
a 16 GB model for $ 179.
The player is lightweight at 1.28
ounces and compact (3.6 inches by
1.5 inches); it is amazingly thin (0.24
inches) and has agreat 2.2 inch display.
It's offered in nine colors. This version
includes an integrated video camera
for recording small movies as well as
a small speaker for listening to music
without headphones.
Notably, the device provides RDS
support and iTunes Tagging. Apple also
provides a radio "Live Pause" feature

800-426-8434

•Handheld AND headworn mics
•
Automatic frequency scanning
•Highest possible sound quality
•
True diversity operation
•300-foot range
•Easy setup

about only analog FM here; there's no
HD Radio and no AM capability.)
The FM tuner works internationally. When you launch the radio for the
first time, it asks what region you're in
(Americas, Europe, Japan, etc.). You
can then select "Play Radio" and you're
ready to scan the dial. You can use the
outer "wheel" or circle of the control
pad to scan the virtual radio dial at the
bottom of the screen. Clockwise moves
the frequency up in the FM band, counterclockwise moves down.
Once you've tuned to a station, or
after a period of inactivity, the virtual
radio dial display goes away and the
functionality of the outer wheel changes
to become your volume control. Again,
for the non-Apple person, this can take
time to get used to. At first, I found
myself inadvertently changing the volume when wanting to change the station.
If the virtual radio dial has disappeared and you want to change the
(continued on page 5)
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List $ 1,648.00

only $799•
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Stereo IP Codec

•Point-to-point or multi-point operation
'Transports audio streams over wide
variety of IP data networks
•16-bit low latency audio
•
Web GUI for easy programming
•Professional analog/digital I/O
BRIDGE-17

List $ 1,995.00

Call BSW For Lowest Price: 800-426-8434
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Broadcast Supply Worldwide
Knowledgeable Sales Staff
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'Hello, This Is Your President'
Federal Authorities Lay Out the Groundwork for aNational EAS Test
In an era of instant access to thousands of mass media and personal channels, one might wonder if the concept
of a Cold War-style presidential alert
capability is outdated.
The FCC's Emergency Alert System
rules are intended to ensure that national
activation would enable the president to
communicate with the public within 10
minutes from anywhere. Can we doubt
that should the president need to reach
the public in a crisis, he could do so
without activating such an alert?
However, the philosophy among
emergency planners is that the more
channels, the better. Federal authorities
believe national EAS remains relevant
and are putting in place plans for an
annual national test. It means possible
changes for your station including a
requirement to provide certain information to the commission.
The FCC issued a rules proposal in
January. Highlights of its report:
•Although most of us are familiar with
EAS in local weather situations, it is a
national system that exists primarily to
enable the president to issue warnings
during emergencies. (Broadcasters are
among the EAS participants required
to take part in national EAS. State and
local EAS participation is voluntary.)
But no president has issued such an
alert; remarkably, the national capability has never even been tested systematically, even though FCC rules
provide for regular testing at the state
and local level ( and a recent test of
national EAS, limited to Alaska, is a
good start). Would national alerting
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President Barack Obama talks with former Presidents George W. Bush and Bill
Clinton in the Oval Office in January. No
president has issued anational alert via
EAS, EBS or Conelrad.
work if it had to?
• The FCC, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, the National
Weather Service and the Executive
Office of the President have begun
planning for the first national EAS test.
The FCC is asking for comments on its
proposed rule changes, which envision
an annual test and certain reporting
requirements.
• Because of the structure of EAS,
the FCC says, the system could be
vulnerable to "single point of failure"
problems in which failure of one station
results in failure for all points below
that station on the daisy chain. The FCC
points to what happened in 2007 when
FEMA tested asatellite warning system
in Illinois; its contractors triggered a
national- level alert that caused confusion until it was terminated not only by
participant intervention but equipment
failure. Authorities realized later that

some EAS equipment "simply did not
pass on the alert."
Anecdotal evidence also suggests
problems with state and local delivery
architectures and the readiness of Primary
Entry Point stations, the FCC says.
Further, EAS is administered "by
multiple agencies at multiple levels,"
which may cause operational problems
or gaps in coverage. FEMA tests PEP
stations but typically not others; the
NWS tests National Weather Radio
facilities but may focus only on their
interaction with state and local alert
architectures; and emergency operations
facilities are tested by state officials. No
entity is responsible for "top-to-bottom"
national testing.
The
FCC
also
acknowledged
EAS criticism by the Government
Accountability Office, which I wrote
about in November. "GAO specifically
cited lack of redundancy, gaps in coverage, a lack of testing and training and
limitations on how alerts are disseminated to the public," the commission noted.
•Current rules focus on testing of components rather than the infrastructure as
awhole, the FCC says. Also, data about
EAS tests is limited; and any special
testing typically is at the state or local
levels and looks at specific situations
such as child abductions that trigger
AMBER Alerts.
•While anext-generation EAS is in the
works ( spurred by FEMA's adoption of
Common Alerting Protocol as part of its
Integrated Public Alert and Warnings
System), there is no timetable for the

FROM THE

EDITOR
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Paul McLane
replacement of existing EAS. The FCC
thinks FEMA will rely on the EAS daisy
chain structure for at least the early
stages of IPAWS implementation. "The
various states and localities also appear
to be at different stages in their ability
to adopt and utilize CAP-based EAS
architecture."
REPORTING MECHANISM
The proposal on the table is for an
annual test that will involve nationwide
transmission of the Emergency Action
Notification and associated messages and
codes within the EAS. The FCC would
require EAS participants to take part.
"Such tests will consist of the delivery by FEMA to [ Primary Entry Point/
National Primary] stations of a coded
EAS message, including EAS header
codes, Attention Signal, Test Script and
EOM code."
Stations would have two months'
notice that anational test was pending.
The test would replace the required
monthly test for that month. Participants
would have to log results and submit
them within 30 days; that information
would be made public to help emergency planners learn.
Specifically, a station would be
required to record and submit diagnostic
information for each alert received from
each message source monitored at the
time of the national test. That includes
whether it received the alert message;
whether it retransmitted the alert; and, if
it could not receive or transmit the alert,

Electronics Research, Inc. delivers innovative,
high- quality, integrated solutions for
broadcasters around the world and across the
spectrum. When planning your next broadcast
system call us toll-free at 877 ERI-LINE or visit us
online at www.eriinc.com.

(continued on page 29)
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about asecond and you can select "Add
to Favorites." Once you've added several stations to favorites, use the left/
right "Last Track/Next Track" buttons
to navigate to your presets. This will
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That's because the center tap and
next track/previous track/volume buttons now serve three purposes: to turn
up the volume, change 'the station and
fast forward/rewind the recorded audio
from the station.
This gets a little tricky and at times
annoying, so it has been my preference to turn off the Live Pause function
unless Iwant to use it. Iwould suggest
that Apple add another physical button
or two in future models to reduce the
many functions of the center button.
Perhaps moving the volume controls to
dedicated buttons like on the iPhone and
Touch models would be the best way to
handle this.
The radio "Live Pause" feature is
neat. Once you turn it on, it continuously records the station to which you
are tuned. It even caches the RDS messages the station sent in real time with
the audio and displays alittle marker of
the time of the event; e.g., if you go back
at noon through five minutes of recordings, it shows 11:55 a.m. as the time of
recording.
You can use the left/right "Last Track/
Next Track" buttons to jump one minute behind or ahead, or you can use the
wheel "circular" control for precise fast
forward/rewinding. Keep in mind that
you cannot store the recordings. This
feature is just away to pause 15 minutes
of live radio; the content is lost as soon as
you tune away from the station.

DJ gave at the top of the song but not
at the end; or to listen to what a fasttalking traffic reporter just said about
the backup on I-81.
A user can now catch anything that
normally goes by too fast on the radio.
ROS SUPPORT
When you tune to an FM station
that has RDS, the Nano immediately
resolves the short, eight-character PS
field. If the station also transmits the
longer RadioText (RT), or the 64-character field, it will replace the short PS
(continued on page 6)
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more of your bases covered
Mr.e.

RADIO LIVE PAUSE
By default, the radio "Live Pause"
feature is turned off; as far as the user
interface is concerned that's probably a
good thing because when you turn it on,
it does make navigating the iPod alittle
more difficult.

radiowortd.com IRADIOWORLD

While this is an interesting feature,
I'm not sure of the usefulness for consumers other than to pause something
they are enjoying if they are interrupted
and need to attend to something else, or
to "rewind" something they just heard
that they wanted to hear again.
For some, however, this will be a

your most favorite stations first, which
could be an improvement.
The sensitivity of the receiver is
excellent; even with the supplied earbuds, the radio works as well as you'd
expect any portable. I've used it indoors
in many occasions, especially in larger business structures, and it performs
well. The Nano seems to do agreat job
at decoding RDS even on stations that
have alow RDS injection rate.

Workbench: Waste Not,
Tangle Not

station, lightly tap the center button; the
dial will return.
If you've come across a station you
like, hold the center dial position for
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No one else builds single- cabinet, solid-state transmitters
with power outputs of 6kVV — 30kVV in - 14dB hybrid mode
and 5kVV - 21kW for - 10dB. And only Nautel gives you an
option for even more power in the same cabinet with HD
Power Boost. That means more flexibility in planning for
higher injection levels. Expect more; more engineers, more
innovation, more - 14db and - 10dB power.

Making Digital Radic Work.

Air!
902.823.5131

www.nautel.com/expectmore/
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(continued from page 5)

with the full RT.
The Nano does agreat job displaying
your RadioText, and will scroll it if it's
too long for the display.
It's important for stations that have
RDS to make sure their PS and RT are
correct. I know of stations that have
focused on the short eight-character PS
because many car receivers only support that field or only display that field
automatically.
More radios are supporting RT and
more radios are now displaying it prominently, so make sure your station's PS
and RT have the station name, song
information and other information you
want conveyed in the RadioText. If your
station doesn't do RadioText right, your
listeners will miss out on what you want
them to see.
The Nano also supports RT+, which
is the internationally recognized RDS
standard to allow you to denote where
the Artist and Title reside in the long
64-character RadioText field. With stations that support RT+, this gives a
listener with the Nano an "MP3 Player
Feel" while listening to your station.
As soon as the Nano decodes the
RT, and if the station has RT+ tagging
packets, it will copy the Artist and Title

February I, 2010'
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out of your RadioText and display the
Artist and Title in aseparate section of
the screen. Kudos to Apple for keeping
the original RadioText on the screen, as
this allows people to see other promotional messages and station branding
still while tuned into the station. It's
quite ahandsome display.
If the station you're tuned to has RT+
encoding, you'll also note that, next to
the title, is apaper clip icon; this denotes
that you can "tag" the song. Hold the
center button of the Nano when you see
this for about two seconds, and amenu
will pop up that allows you to "tag" the
song for later purchase. This is a great
way to enable listeners who like the
song you're playing to purchase it later
when they connect their Apple Nano
to their computer with iTunes. Here in
Syracuse, Citadel (my employer) and
Clear Channel stations are encoding;
other stations are not.
In future versions, Apple should
explore integrating Wi-Fi (802.11) connectivity so you wouldn't need to hook
it to acomputer to purchase asong.
The Nano supports Apple's proprietary iTunes Tagging RDS protocol as
well, which allows encoding stations
to send the specific Apple ID of asong
to allow the listener who tags asong to
download the exact version of the song
you played. This is particularly helpful

for songs that might have various different versions, which will provide abetter
user experience.
It also allows you to transmit aunique
identifier so your station can get credit
for asong purchased through iTunes and
allows the station to get acommission
from Apple if you participate.
Luckily, Apple does not require this in
order for the Nano to do tagging, so stations that just encode with the international RT+ standard don't appear to be much
different than those who use Apple's proprietary iTunes Tagging protocol.
The next time you attach the Nano
to your computer and it synchronizes,
any tagged songs show up in iTunes for
download. You can click on the tag and
look at the song, preview it again, and
look at the album art and other songs
on the album. If you already have your
iTunes associated with an account, you
can buy the song with one click.
While some critics have questioned
the usefulness of this feature, Ithink
this is an important way to stay relevant
with our listeners. Now, when they hear
songs our stations play, they can tag
them for later purchase.
The "killer app" will be when Apple
develops adevice using this technology
that has a Wi-Fi or 3G/4G connection,
which is probably not far from happening. Once the music player is connected

to the Internet directly. the listener would
be able to tag and download that song to
their personal connection immediately.

RDS ISSUES
On the whole, Apple did agreat job
for its first attempt at an FM receiver
with RDS support. Idid discover afew
issues related to the RDS RT+ support.
Ifound that the Nano initially had a
problem in its software and would not
decode RT+ packets that are placed
in a station's Open Data Application
(ODA) groups of 8A or 9A. There was
also an issue where the Nano was using
the RadioText (group 2A) "Text A/B
Flag" as defined in section 3.1.5.3 in
the U.S. RBDS Standard as part of the
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in relatively quickly. Ithink Apple is
going to be a great partner; there are
exciting possibilities when broadcasters
and Apple work together.
While the new software release is
out, remember that many Nano units in
the field probably haven't been upgraded. Also, I'm sure most stock at retail
outlets will have the original version of
software for some time.
If your station is airing RT+ tagging,
Iwould review which ODA group you
are running it in. Some RT+ hardware
installations use 8A as a default, and
that means it won't work on the Nano

decision process of whether to display a
tag instead of solely relying on the Item
Toggle Bit as defined in the RT+ ODA
Standard, Annex P.
Upon finding these issues, Igot in
contact with Apple's engineers and presented my findings. They were very
interested and immediately started
working on a solution. Apple quickly
released the Nano 1.0.2 revision of software on Nov. 9that corrected the issues.
Your Nano can be upgraded by just
connecting it to iTunes; it should suggest that you download the new version
of software. My contact at Apple was
easy to work with and Iam encouraged

until the user has upgraded their software
version. Since it's difficult to predict if
and when all Nanos will have the newer
software, Iwould suggest moving your
RT+ ODA groups away from 8A or 9A
just to avoid this problem.
After the 1.0.2 release, Inoticed another
small issue with the Nano's RT+ tagging
support that Apple has acknowledged and
is working on. If you're tagging more than
just ITEM.ARTIST and ITEM.TITLE,
you should note that in some cases the
Nano doesn't like when these two fields
are separated in separate tags.
So, for example, if you are tagging ITEM.ARTIST, ITEM.TITLE
and ITEM.ALBUM, be sure to put

that the company was able to dedicate
resources and respond to this problem

ITEM.ARTIST and ITEM.TITLE in
the same RT+ tagging packet, and then

send ITEM.ALBUM in adifferent RT+
packet. This is a simple work-around
until the problem has been addressed by
Apple, and it's compatible with other
RT+ receivers like the Zune.
Also, Ihope that Apple starts supporting ITEM.ALBUM on the display. Right
now, if your station encodes and send
the song's Album data via RT+, it never
will show up on the display of the Nano.
The Zune HD supports this feature and I
hope the Nano does someday too.
SUMMARY
The new Apple Nano offers agood
FM tuner and agreat user experience for
its first product to support an integrated
radio. Ihope Apple continues to work
on improving the user's experience by
improving on some of its issues with
RT+ support that Inoted above. Ialso
hope Apple publishes its proprietary
iTunes Tagging RDS protocol public for
the entire industry to see.
If your station isn't encoding with
RDS, you should consider encoding to
support this device and awhole host of
new products that support RDS on the
marketplace.
If your station is encoding with RDS,
make sure that you're paying attention
to the data you're sending in the short
eight-character PS, as well as the longer
64-character RadioText.

My testing with the Nano shows that
most stations are not encoding with the
new RT+ standard. With the Nano and
the Microsoft Zune line of products, it's
important for all stations that support
RDS to add RT+ encoding. Those that
don't encode with RT+ don't offer the
same user experience; and your competition might already be encoding. I
strongly suggest you consider adding
this functionality; it's in the best interest
of your listeners. As more broadcasters
ask for their vendors to support RT+,
better, lower-cost solutions should come
to market as well.
If broadcasters get on the RT+ encoding bandwagon, it will encourage receiver manufacturers to embrace the standard
and incorporate FM tuners and tagging
in their devices. Ithink this is a great
opportunity for broadcasters to rally for
the RT+ standard and start rapid deployment. If we can get this done, Ithink
we'll all be delighted at the results.
Meanwhile, Ihope Apple will consider FM (and HD Radio) tuners in
future revisions of its iPhone and iPod
Touch flagship prOducts.
Maybe even AM?
Alan Jurison is a regional IT manager/broadcast engineer for Citadel
Broadcasting in Syracuse, N.Y. He
holds several SBE cerecations including CSRE, AMD, DRB and CBNT.
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Put Comrex On The Line.

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fox: 978-784-1717 •Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com
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Waste Not, Tangle Not

put them away the year before!"
Rather than design a TDR for light
strings. Harry made the switch to LED.
When he finished, he started to clean
up the packing material that came with
the new holiday lights, including those
neat little plastic holders that keep the
contents secure for shipping.
Seeing these holders, Harry's own
light bulb came on. Now he has repurposed them. These are perfect for organizing workbench test cables and probes,
as seen in Fig. I.
Harry used a heat gun to warm the
plastic tabs. This permitted him to bend
them over to form mounting tabs. He
selected self-tapping screws to mount the
modified plastic assembly to the front of
one of his many steel book cases.
The little project turned out well and
he saved plastic from the landfill.
If you dream up asolution like this,
be sure to take a picture, then copy a
page from a catalog showing "professional" cable holders. Show the pix to
your GM and explain how you saved the
station money. "See? Engineers don't
always just spend!"
(continued on page 12)

You Can Turn Holiday
Packing Trash Into
A Nifty Test Lead Holder
Do you still have your holiday lights
displayed? Given the amount of effort
necessary to put them up, maybe it's
not abad idea to keep them running into
February!

I

WORKBENCH
1), John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radiouorld.com

Here's atip that you might tuck away
for next holiday season.
Sunbury Broadcasting's Director of
Engineering Harry Bingaman decided
this year to go green with the Christmas
decorations. What also prompted this
move to LEDs was the age-old question: "How does an incandescent set of
100 lights go bad sitting in astorage box
for one year? They were ‘‘ orking \\ hen I

Fig. 1: This test lead holder, top, comes courtesy of the post- holiday trash pile.

Fig. 3: A heat gun is used to make the plastic tabs pliable.

Fig. 2: The project starts with the holiday light wrappings.
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vanced applications. An Internet connection will assure
accurate Clock Time and Date (CT) timekeeping.
Internal data diagnostics and transmission safeguards guarantee foolproof installation and operation,
and field-upgradable firmware ensures compatibility
with any forthcoming RDS/RBDS applications.

Featuring afront-panel LCD screen and jog wheel
for instant on- site setup, the 730 may also be programmed easily through any of its data ports using the
included Windows' software. USB, TCP(x2), UDP and serial ports can accept both ASCII and UECP command sets.
The 730 connects direcly to, or can be networked with
virtually any playout sytem and offers full support
for RT4 'tagging; TMC traffic updates and other ad-
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Is setting up IP Audio
networking tables
abit frustratin ?

Try the One-Second JetStream approach.
0
PC

0
0
DSP PSU P
2
1

•
Logttek
JETSTREAM ((MIN

FIND
ME

Press one button to find other JetStream
units on your network andautomatically
configure your system.
You'll save time, money and rack space, while
enjoying the convenience of Logitek's next
generation IP audio routing solution.
Call today

800.231q87C for more information

or to schedule ademonstration.

.JETSTREAM
02009 logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

MINI

Next Generation IP Audio

logitekaudio.corr

Logitek
Console Router Systems
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With HFC-227ea, an ' Absolute' Fix
London Radio Station Protects TOC From Fire and Suppression Damage
BY JAMES CARELESS
Fire is amajor concern for any radio
station, particularly when most of the
important electronic equipment has been
consolidated into atechnical operations
center.

ITECHTIPS
However, conventional forms of fire
suppression aren't much better than
fire itself when it comes to damage.
Electronics simply do not fare well from
being drenched in water.
London's Absolute Radio has long
been concerned about fire — and fire
suppression damage — to what it calls
the Central Technical Area, or CTA.
That's why Paul Brown, the station's
head of technology, recently installed
an 11FC-227ea-based gaseous fire sup-

pression system.
"Due to the amount of electrical
equipment in our CTA, astandard water
system was not an option," he said.
The organization already had an
Xtralis VESDA system — an aspirating smoke detector that regularly samples the air to provide an early warning
for the presence of smoke — installed.
"However it relies upon manual intervention to extinguish any fire."
The new HFC-227ea-based gaseous
fire suppression system is triggered by
the VESDA, completing the chain of
automatic fire detection and response.
HFC-227ea, the ISO name for
1,1,1,2,3,3,3-Heptafluoropropane gas,
works well in CTAs because of how
it and other gaseous fire suppression
systems extinguish fires.
Rather than smother flames with
water or wet foam, agaseous fire sup-

WORKBENCH
(continued from page 10)
Harry Bingaman can be reached at kc3qhhmb@
aoLcom.

S

peed problems are acomplaint that consultant and
RW contributor Tom Osenkowsky encounters
when he's working with cassette decks. Yes, some
stations still use them.
For machines with an internal speed adjustment
pot, one normally employs atest tape with aprerecorded 1000 Hz tone and then adjusts for that frequency as measured by afrequency counter monitoring the playback.
For those who do not have access to such a test
tape, here's amethod to set the motor speed with great
accuracy.
You will need adual-trace scope, an audio oscillator and anew cassette tape (C-90). Wind the tape to
mid-span. Clean the heads, capstan and pinch roller
using acotton swab sand isopropyl alcohol. Install a
new pinch roller, if you have one.
Feed the audio oscillator output to the cassette deck
audio input and to Channel 1of your scope. Set the
oscilloscope sync to Channel I. Adjust the time base
for several cycles of the tone to be displayed. Feed
the audio output of the cassette deck to Channel 2of
the scope.
Set the scope to dual-trace mode and adjust the
oscillator to 1000 Hz or thereabouts. The exact frequency is not important, but it must remain constant.
Now set the audio input level on the cassette deck to
0VU. Record 60 seconds of the tone.
Play back the tone you just recorded, and adjust the
motor speed until the two sine wave displays sync up
as close as possible. You have now adjusted the motor
speed to match the frequency of the audio oscillator
(which has remained constant), accurately setting it to
standard speed.
Repeat this procedure for the other speed if you

pression system releases a large cloud of an
inert gas, in this case
dry HFC-227ea, into the
room.
"The extinguishing
gas works primarily by
physically
absorbing
heat so that the temperature of the flame falls to
a point below which it
cannot spread," Brown
said. Other systems
work by forcing oxygen
out of a space, denying Paul Brown
the fire fuel.
This gas is also non-harmful to
equipment and surfaces, meaning that
once the fire has been doused, the
room can be cleared and brought back
into normal operation quickly.
Another consideration:"HFC-

have adual-speed deck.
(Then there was the jock who was adjusting
the production room cassette machine heads so
his tapes sounded good! That's right, his home
machine was out of alignment and he was using
that as astandard. A quick sweep of the studios to
remove any and all Greenies cut down on this kind
of unwanted "help." That the PD threatened the
jock with his job didn't hurt, either.)
Tom Osenkowsky can be reached at tosenkowsky@prodigy.net.

227ea gas has zero ozone-depletion
potential and ashort atmospheric lifetime and is therefore considered as
an environmentally acceptable extinguishing agent," he said.
In the event of discharge of the system,
an alarm sounds warning anyone in the CTA
to evacuate. Once a fire
is suppressed, the CTA
needs to be ventilated
thoroughly before staff
can reenter the room.
"The
install
took
approximately two weeks
to complete including the
final room compression
test," said Brown. "With
it in place, we now have
properly protected the
most important room in this building."
Help your radio colleagues and earn
money at the same time. Share your
radio engineering tech tips. Write to
radioworldenbmedia.com with Tech
Tips in the subject line.
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e're still getting suggestions to Bruce
•
BBB
Blanchard's osprey problem, first discussed
in the Nov. 18 issue.
tit
Contract engineer Jack Elmore works full-time
for the communications division of apower compa- Fig. 4: Bird- Xmakes bird and pest control products.
ny and is familiar with bird issues on its microwave
towers. Jack points Workbench readers to Bird-X
She says the time to do something is right now
(www.bird-x.com). This company has provided humane
bird and pest control methods since the 1960s.
because once the birds nest, you cannot disturb them
in any way, as they are protected by federal law. They
Non-metallic bird spikes placed on the rim of the
dish and along the feed horn assembly discourage
begin nesting during March and April.
As to a solution, Bill suggests using some light
birds from using these surfaces as aperch. The nonblack netting tied around the rim of the dish and to
metallic construction means no detuning or pattern
distortion.
the feed horn. This netting also can be found on the
Bird-X Web site. At first Iwas hesitant to print this
There's a picture of this on the home page. The
curved spikes look like eyelashes as they run the cirsuggestion, thinking that if a bird's feet or wings
cumference of asatellite dish.
got caught in the netting, you'd have an even bigger
problem, especially if they are aprotected species. But
Jack also has mounted plastic owls on his microthe netting shown on the Bird-X site is avery close
wave towers to discourage birds. In this case, the
weave, with squares that look to be 1/2 inch or less.
problem is not so much interference but the real mess
Bill Ruck can be reached at billruck@earthlink.net.
caused by their droppings.
John Bisset marked his 40th year in broadcastJack Elmore can be reached at e/mer/1469@
ing recently. He is international sales manager for
yahoo.com.
Europe and Southern Africa for Nautel and a past
recipient of the SBE's Educator of the Year Award.
ong-time San Francisco engineer Bill Ruck
showed our osprey Workbench column to his wife
Reach him at johnbisset@myfairpoint.net. Faxed submissions can be sent to (603)472-4944.
Siobhan, whom he describes as a "major bird geek."
She works with the Golden Gate Raptor Observatory
Submissions for this column are encouraged and
(www.ggro.org).
qualify for SBE recertification credit.
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In radio, talk is never cheap.
We just made it less expensive.
Introducing the new Nx6 Talkshow System from Telos. It's got our most advanced digital hybrids ever, for great
sound even with cell- phone callers. It handles up to six POTS or ISDN phone lines, and has four separate hybrids that
you can use in single or dual-studio configurations. It provides Caller ID, of course, and the built-in mix- minus makes
installation easy; no outboard boxes needed. Setup is even easier with aLivewireTM network — plug in asingle CAT- 5
cable and you're connected. The best part? You can get an Nx6 package with Assistant Producer call screening software and a Desktop Director for only $3,995 MSRP.
Telos Talkshow Systems. Give your listeners a voice. Give your talent a boost. Give your wallet a break.

Nx12

11111

411P

ONE -x-Six

Need to control more phone lines? Check out Nx6's big brother,
Nx12. Handles twice the number of phone lines, and can serve
two independent studios simultaneously. An Nx12 package with
a Desktop Director and Assistant Producer software is only
$4,995 MSRP.

A tight budget doesn't mean you should have to compromise.
Get a ONE- x- Six package with switching for up to 6 POTS
lines, a built-in Telos ONE hybrid for clear, clean calls, aTelos
Switch Console, plus Assistant Producer software for only
$2,995 MSRP.

AUDIO jNETWORKS
02010

Tales and Lsrevare are trademarks el ILS

Radio Never Sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247.

PowerStation: the new console system from Axia.

Because there's no such thing as too much uptime.
All

stops

removed

•

E- I- E I/0

Twenty

•

Finding space in the equipment racks

years from now, you'll have forgotten this ad. But you'll still have

is like living in abarnyard: too many chickens, never enough coops.

your PowerStation, the full-featured one- box IP-Audio console/

So our team of obsessive designers fit an entire studio's worth

router system hardened with industrial- grade components and

of inputs, outputs, logic and network connections - plus an

redundant power capabilities. Tough enough to take afootball to

advanced DSP mixing engine and amassive console power supply

the groin and keep on going. PowerStation minimizes setup and

- into just 4 RU. There's inputs for 2 mics, 4 analog inputs and 2

maximizes " bang for the buck." Engineered without compromise

AES/EBU inputs, with 6analog and 2AES outputs. 4GPI/0 logic ports
round things out. Want even more? Just connect the PowerStation

for broadcasting without interruption.

Easy

as

IT

Aux to instantly double the I/O — or plug some Axia Audio Nodes
•

' into its built-in Ethernet switch.

PowerStation combines aconsole

DSP engine with audio and logic and anetwork switch, all in one
box. As its name implies, there's awhole lot o' muscle inside that

Fan

burly frame, but that doesn't mean it's complicated. In fact, setting

Because studios today are already full of PCs, laptops and playout

free

up PowerStation couldn't be easier: connect your studio gear with

servers clicking, whirring and generating heat — who needs more

standard CAT- 5 cables, connect your console with just one cable,

of that? Not only is there no in- studio noise with PowerStation, those

name your sources and set preferences with abrowser, and you're

big extruded heat sinks are just plain cool. No pun intended ( or

ready to rock. PowerStation makes building studios about 3.14 times

maybe it was. We're like that, you know).

•

PowerStation is silent and fanless.

easier than ever.

Built
GPI

Oh!

like

a

tank

•

Remember

GPIO ports are built in to PowerStation

when consoles were built to last? We do. At Axia, we're all about

— no breakout boxes or add-on converters needed. One day, you

the long haul. There are no compromises: PowerStation uses only

might not even need logic ports: more and more products from

best ofthe- best components. Like studio- grade Mic preamps and

companies like 25- Seven Systems, Audio Science, ENCO, Google

A/D converters. A rigid, steel framed, EM tight chassis that shrugs

Radio Automation, International Datacasting, Omnia Audio, Radio

off RF like Walter Payton brushing off tackles. An industrial CPU

Systems and Telos (to name just afew) use the Livewire standard

designed for high reliability in harsh environments. Beefy extruded

to send their audio and logic control directly to Axia networks over a

heat sinks. Big, brawny handles to make rackmounting easy. ( And it

single CAT- 5connection.

looks cool, too.)

•

Everything's

included

to

•

Yeah,

s-

Redundant power redundancy •

INPUTS OUTPUTS

we said everything: PowerStation combines half- a- dozen essential

The power supply is the heart of any broadcast equipment, right?

tools into one compact unit. No hidden extras to buy, no "gotchas"

That's why PowerStation is hardened against failure with asuper duty power supply that sports enough amps to power an arc

after purchase. Inside that muscular chassis you'll find abulletproof
IAA

mixing engine capable of handling consoles up to 40 faders, a

—

GIGABIT PORTS

USB

OC'CAN

MONITOR

SURFACE

welder. And for those of you who like to wear abelt and suspenders,

beefy power supply ( with optional redundant power), machine

there's even aconnection for redundant auxiliary backup power -

control ports, and audio I/O, all in one box. And of course, since it's

with automatic switchover, naturally - that kicks in if it's ever needed.

from Axia, the IP-Audio experts, astudio built with PowerStation can

You're

stand alone — or it can become apart of alarge network quite easily.

Axia

Thanks to PowerStation Simple Networking, you can daisy- chain

warranty in the industry — 5years parts

favorite monitor - standard or widescreen - plugs in to present the

up to 4 PowerStations directly for easy multi- studio installation

and service. And ( not that you'll need it),

console operator with Axia's "so easy an overnight jock could do it"

without the need for aseparate core switch. Just another way Axia

free 24/7 technical support, 365- days-

info-center display. Meters, timers, fader assignments, mix- minus

makes IP-Audio easy.

a-year. We've got your back, my friend.

settings and more, all on- screen, on- demand.

has

the

covered •
most

comprehensive

4/

pp
15

41-21B-B2241241

Screen

play

•

Yep, that's aDVI connector. Your

Element

2•0

•

With more than 1,000 consoles already on the air, Element is ahuge hit. And now, thanks to suggestions from our clients, it's better than ever. Element 2.0 has cool features like Omnia —

heauphone processing presets to give talent that'air sound': super- accurate rreterin5 with both peak and average displays, one- touch phone recording with automatic split-channel feed, automatic mix- minus for
every fader, an eight-channel Virtual Mixer that lets you combine multiple audio streams and control them with .
tsingle fadeç and metallic bronze or silver module overlays. And we haven't even begun to tell you about
Element's Show Profiles that instantly recall talent's favorite settings, its built-in Telco canto ols, fully-integrated talkback/IFB and Mic processing by Omnia. And durable? Element is nearly indestructible, ready to take
whatever pounding ham-fisted jocks dish out and keep going. You want examples? Elements avionics-grade switches are rated for more than two million operations What look like ordinary rotary controls are, in reality,
bullet-proof optical encoders — no wipers to wear out or get noisy.The silky-smooth conductive- plastic faders actuate from the side, not the top, so dirt and grunge stay out.The high-impact Lexan module overlays
have their color and printing applied on the back, where it can't wear or chip off. The frame is made from thick aluminum extrusions that are stronger than truckstop coffee. To find out even more about Element, visit
AxiaAudio.com/Element/. Grab some coffee and prep for agood, long read — remember, our marketers get paFd by the word.

Come

together,

right

now

•

Now that you know what you can

do with PowerStation, let's build astudio. The diagram below shows how atypica' Talk Studio might look.

The

standalone

network

•

You want your console to be more than

just reliable — you want it built like abattleship. You want the absolute peace of mind that comes from

Mics and headphone feeds plug into the built-in Mic inputs and Analog outputs... your playout PC, using

knowing your gear will never let you down. And if you take one studio

the Axia IP-Audio Driver for Windows, connects to abuilt-in Ethernet port.., and so does theTelos Nx12

the rest to be completely unaffected. So we de"

Talkshow System (which sends 12 lines of caller audio, mix-minus and take/drop/next commands over

broadcast console tt ,

one skinny CAT- 5cable). Send abackup audio feed to your TOC for extra peace of mind. And after all

others, but unplug o

that, there's still plenty of I/O left to plug in the turntables for the Saturday night Oldies * ow.

any pace you choose
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approved in 1950.

ANTENNA

This drawing of the
'inside out antenna
installation was
submitted by the
station to the FCC.

(continued from page 1)

ated with 250 watts on 1340 kc. By
the late 1940s, there was an FM outlet
attached, WINX(FM), which had its
start in 1939 as Washington's first FM
station, W3X0 (experimental).
The station was nurtured by the radio
consulting firm of Jansky & Bailey.
W3X0 took to the air on 43.2 megacycles in the original 42-50 mc FM
band; by the time our story starts, it was
operating with acommercial license on
both 44.7 mc and 96.3 mc. This was the
result of the FCC's 1945 decision to
"move FM ' upstairs' for its own good."
Low-band FMs were given three years
to migrate, with 1948 being the official
twilight time for low-band operations.
When the curtain came down on
44.7, WINX(FM) was on the air with
a new "high-band" REL 10 kW transmitter and Western Electric type 54-A
"four-section cloverleaf- antenna on Lee
Highway in suburban Arlington, Va.
During this post-war period the Post
was interested in expanding broadcasting operations and negotiated with CBS
to purchase controlling interest in the
WTOP(AM) O&O. The deal was consummated in February 1949, and anew
company name appeared: WTOP Inc.
As part of the deal, the Post's 1340 kc
peanut whistle had to be spun off.
3.

Main
City

4.

Description

studio location:
State
or Town
Washington,,

Street

number

and

of

County

D. C.
Warner Ruildinp

transmitter:

REL, Type No. 520-DL, rated power 10 kw.

5.

Description

of

antenna

ayatem:

Andrew, Type No. 1304, 4- section Multi-V
Antenna supporting structures 256-foot steel tower aloe used as antenna for
TV station WTOP-TV (FM antenna mounted inside
tower, from about 26 feet below the top of the
tower to about 72 feet below the top of the
tower)
Overall height above grounds
300 feet.

a.

Subject to submission of sufficient measurements made either during inetallation of the WTOP-FM antenna or after installation is completed to indicate
that the radiation characteristics of the antenna are not adversely affected
bOXeratlñiNstegnmene e WTOP-TV antenna structure.
(a)

Frequency

96.3

(DJ

Transmitter

output

power

(c)

Effective

radiated

power

(d)

Antenna

(.)

Hr.,'

nf
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height

Megacycles.

above

nnpr*t1nn

-

average

5.9
20
terrain

KilOwatte.
Illpwatta.

35KL_Teet.
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The WTOP(FM) construction permit details the unorthodox installation of the
Andrew model 1304 four- bay antenna. The CP is dated Jan. 23, 1952. Note the
provisional nature of the installation.
This action also generated some
interesting paperwork involving the
Post's FM.
LEGAL SLIGHT OF HAND
In an exhibit before the commission dated Jan. 11, 1949, the sale of
WINX(AM) is described as part of
the requirement for acquisition of the
WTOP share from CBS.

It was "subject to the condition that
before the assignment is consummated
The Washington Post Company has disposed of its interest in standard broadcast station WINX [the AM property]
and its synchronous amplifiers, FM
station WINX(FM) and developmental
broadcast station W3XOT." (AM radio
"synchronous amplifiers" were akin to
today's "gapfilling" technology; they

AM, FM AND TV
Now the WTOP organization was as
complete as possible in 1950, with AM,
FM and television.
However, operations were spread
out. The WTOP radio studios were in
the Earle Building ( now the Warner
Building, home of the Warner Theatre)
afew blocks from the White House. The
50 kW AM transmitter was in Wheaton,
Md. and the former WINX(FM) operation was over in Arlington, Va.
To make things more interesting, the
television transmitter for WOIC — now
rechristened WTOP(TV) — was located
at 40th and Brandywine in northwest
Washington, along with asmall origination facility.
Upper management decided to consolidate operations and in the process create
something of ashowplace. After all, this
was the nation's capital, home of statesmen and diplomats and an occasional
stopping point for acelebrity or two.
The suburban Maryland AM threestick directional transmitter plant
couldn't be relocated easily and was too
remote from the city to serve as abase
of operations. Ditto the Arlington FM
transmitter location.
This left the TV transmitter site. It
was on one of Washington's several hills,
some 410 feet above sea level overlooking
downtown Washington and its suburbs.
operated onchannel and were frequency synchronized with the main transmitter to provide additional service area.)
In additional paperwork filed on
March 31, WTOP's legal representative stated that "On March 23, 1949,
the commission granted assignment of
the license of FM broadcast station
WINX(FM) from WINX Broadcasting
to WTOP Inc. ... ' subject to the condition that the assignment be not effected
until WTOP Inc. has surrendered its conditional grant for station WTOP(FM)'."
The communication went on to inform
the FCC that the surrender took place on
March 31 and that permission was being
requested for WTOP Inc. to change the
WINX(FM) call letters to WTOP(FM),
effective the next day, April 1.
When the legalistic tap dancing
ended, the Post wound up with its
promised share of the formerly all-CBS
WTOP(AM), and divested (on paper)
itself of its WINX(FM) holdings. Yet it
managed, again by paper maneuvering,
to retain the 96.3 MHz FM outlet, which
had been dubbed WTOP(FM).
Soon the Post/CBS partnership
decided to expand its Washington
broadcasting empire by adding television. After an unsuccessful effort to
petition Channel 12 to the Washington
area, it made an offer to the owners
of an existing D.C. television station,
WOIC, Channel 9. The acquisition was

BROADCAST HOUSE
Plans were drawn up for a fivestory building that would become
Washington's first purpose-built structure for radio and television broadcasting. To maximize space, the architect
planned the building to fit around the
existing self-supporting television tower.
Ground was broken for the combined facility, which would be known as
Broadcast House, in late 1951.
But after the initial excitement there
was little joy.
The site was on a small hillock and
much excavation work was required to
create the foundation for the planned
92,500 square foot building. Ordinarily,
such site work is routine. Even in 1951,
with the proper power equipment it
could have been accomplished
fairly quickly. This job was
different.
At the root, literally, were the
existing broadbased
self-supporting tower and
associated transmitter building.
The
staff
worried that
removal of
too
much
dirt from the

February 1, 2010
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wrong place could cause the tower to
topple.
"Excavation for the basement footings surrounding the existing tower was
atedious and frightening job," recalled
Clyde M. Hunt, then vice president
of engineering at WTOP Inc. He was
quoted in Broadcast News, apublication
of RCA, in 1955.
"The wall of earth around the tower
base was held together by hand-digging
in alternate four-foot slits, each one being
filled with reinforced concrete to prevent
slippage of earth under the tower footings
before another slit was dug."
The completed
five-story Broadcast
House. Photograph
probably taken in
late 1953.

This was asqueaker, but Hunt reported that it was accomplished "without
undue incident" and eventually work
commenced on the new building.
The first technical build-out was in
the space designated for the station's
garage. The idea was to create a temporary studio and control room to run
technical operations until a permanent
space was ready.
From our vantage point of more than
50 years later, it's interesting to imagine
what the production and engineering
personnel must have been up against.
This was agarage, not asound-proofed

radioworld.com I RADIOWORLD

and air-conditioned studio/control room
complex. Construction noises, mud,
occasional power outages and other
unpleasantries had to be endured.
"It was a difficult year for management and staff," Hunt told Broadcast
News in what must have been a gross
understatement. "Many temporary expedients were necessary for continuity
of operations, requiring duplication of
facilities and personal effort through
many mont

by the decision — for reasons unknown,
possibly economic — to relocate the FM
transmitting operation from suburban
Virginia to the 14th and Brandywine
site while the building construction was
underway.
A construction permit to allow the
facility change was issued on Jan. 23,
1952. It provides an early sign of something out of the ordinary in its "description of antenna system" section:
"Antenna supporting structure: 256foot steel tower also used as antenna

THE FM MOVES IN
This hectic activity was complicated

(continued on page 18)
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A TOUR OF
BROADCAST HOUSE
Several months after moving into Broadcast
House, the WTOP operation celebrated with a
30-minute live television tour of the new facility.
This aired on Feb. 10, 1954, and was captured
on kinescope (the videotape recorder was still
more than two years into the future). A copy is
available for viewing by visiting the online version of this article at radioworld.com under Roots
of Radio.
Not only does
1954 WTOP Broadcast Hou. Opening
the video provide
athorough tour
of the new broadcasting facility, it
provides apriceless
glimpse at what
television (and
radio) programming
was like 50-plus
years ago.
Everything was
overwhelmingly
live, including musical acts, adaily children's
show and ahow-to-cook program. Viewers
should take note of the Spartan nature of the
news set. On the radio side of things, disc recording was still viable, even though the station had
installed new Ampex tape machines.

FEATURES
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ANTENNA
(continued from page 17)

for TV station WTOP(TV) (FM antenna mounted inside
tower, from about 26 feet below the top of the tower to
about 72 feet below the top of the tower) Overall height
above ground: 300 feet."
A CP proviso that today reads like a cruel joke
stated that the installation was "subject to submission
of sufficient measurements made either during installation of the WTOP(FM) antenna or after installation is
completed to indicate that the radiation characteristics
of the antenna are not adversely affected by mounting
within the WTOP(TV) antenna structure."
WHY INSIDE?
Legendary Washington engineer Granville "Granny"
Klink joined the WTOP operation in the 1930s, when
the call was WJSV. Ihad the pleasure of meeting him
on only one occasion before his death. He was in his
80s then, and still working for WTOP.
I'd heard rumors about the unconventional FM
installation and made it a point to ask if these were
true. "You know about that? I'd almost forgotten,"
Klink replied.
He not only confirmed the story but supplied much
information from memory about the details of the
installation. He was particularly proud of the way it
worked, telling me that the tower essentially was invisible to the top three antenna bays. The bottom-most bay
couldn't quite be positioned to "see" through the tower
lattice as well as the others, but this proved not to be a

serious impediment.
As for the reason behind the unorthodox antenna
mounting, Klink said it was simply acase of "no room
at the top." The existing television antenna took up all
available space there, and as the self-supporting tower
had such broad faces, mounting of the FM elements on
aside or even acorner would cause alarge amount of
coverage "shadowing."
Remember that FM broadcasting at the time was a
loss leader for most operations. It was hobbled severely
by the FCC's 1945 relocation of the FM broadcasting spectrum, which orphaned the nearly half million
42-50 MHz receivers sold to early FM adopters.
It's easily imagined that the WTOP Inc. bean counters didn't want to put any more money than absolutely
necessary into the FM station and that this precluded

7.`ç,
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Left: The WTOP(TV) tower/transmitter site at
40th and Brandywine as seen during initial
construction of " Broadcast House, circa
1951-52.

Ogden Prestholdt, CBS corporate
antenna engineer, was brought in from
New York to perform admittance measurements on the system. These showed
that, with the exception of the bottom bay, radiator performance was very
close to what might be expected in free
space conditions.
"The element in the bottom position
is affected by the proximity of the tower
by an increasing amount as the frequency is lowered," Klink and Scheldorf
summarized. "At the operating frequency, the admittance is changed by about
17 percent. Since only one bay out of

Below: The Broadcast House building today.
The orginal 300- foot tower still stands,
flanked by ataller mast installed in 1972.
Broadcast use ceased in 1992.

the four is affected by the tower it is
reasonable to expect that deviation from
the free space pattern is probably less
than 3dB."
Years later, Klink organized into
scrapbooks a great amount of personal
and engineering material that he had
amassed. This included the Electronics
magazine article. Klink included an
undated note with it:
"The above article explains our
thought processes on mounting the new
Andrews [sic] Multi-Vee antenna in the
top center of the existing WTOP(TV)
antenna tower. The Multi-Vee had again

of 2.3 which covered the Washington
area very well. It turned out to be awise
decision and the antenna was in service
until the Post gave the station to the
Howard University ..."

END OF AN ERA
The unconventional antenna remained
in service for some two decades.
In 1971, the Post donated WTOP(FM)
to Washington's Howard University,
where it was renamed WHUR(FM).
Studios were shifted to the school's campus; the transmitter and antenna remained
(continued on page 20)

This is where uncompromised operating efficiency and reliability meet

Photo by James O'Neal

outstanding value. The low power consumption, compact footprint and
internal low-pass filter of the HPX high- power FM transmitter add up to real
savings from the day it goes on air. Using field- proven Platinum Z/ZX' IPA

multiple radiators on the tower sides.
When the order was given to consolidate
operations and move out of the Virginia
location, Hunt, Klink and others probably did the best they could to please
management.
I've found two published accounts
of the " inside out" antenna project.
The first includes Klink's description
of the way the antenna worked when
"caged" by the tower. A 1952 article in
Technician-Engineer magazine stated:
"Granville Klink, chief engineer, compares the principle to that of looking
through a plain glass window and then
looking through a large mesh screen.
You can still see the outside without
difficulty."
Three years later, Klink and M.W.
Scheldorf, director of research at the
Andrew Corp., which supplied the
WTOP(FM) antenna, authored a short
paper about the installation; it was published in Electronics magazine.
The story provided atechnical overview of the unusual antenna installation
and gave details about system performance. The authors stated that because
the bay spacing was "slightly different
than normal," overall antenna gain was
reduced by 0.3 dB.

modules and LX- series switching power supplies, the HPX optimizes efficiency at
every stage so your cost of ownership is lower for years to come.
HPX is designed for analog FM, HD Radio and FM + HD, with aselection of
standard and enhanced control/diagnostic packages and
exciters such as the unmatched Harris FlexStar.
When you need high operating power ready to meet
any HD Radio power increase, HPX is the natural
choice."
Geoff Mendenhall, Vice President of Transmission
Research and Technology at Harris, has been a
key part of countless, groundbreaking, FM and AM
transmitter designs for more than 30 years

Learn more at www.broadcast.harris.com/hpx
or ( 800) 622-0022.
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Selected content from Radio World's " The Leslie Report" by News Editor/
Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson. To receive the free,
bimonthly e-mail newsletter, subscribe at www.radioworld.com/subscribe.

LIKE RADIO, STARBUCKS
TRIES TO ENGAGE CORE
CUSTOMERS

Internet are converging, and audience
measurement must be designed for

in Annapolis, Md., was interesting,
reminding me of the executive from
Proctor & Gamble who addressed the
group acouple of years ago.
The overarching theme from Arbitron
CTO Dr. Taymoor Arshi was that all
media use should be measured.
He said mobile infrastructure is
improving and ready to deliver faster
Internet access. Internet-enabled
car entertainment systems soon will
deliver online radio, video and games
in addition to GPS. Television and

ANTENNA
at Broadcast House for another year or
so until anew 640-foot tower was constructed adjacent to Broadcast House,
with both TV and FM transmitting
operations being relocated there. The
original antenna installation was kept
as a backup facility for another 25
years.

broadcast engineer.

Its strategy is to maintain Super
Regulars, which are akin to radio's P1

A P1 station would therefore win 7.5
hours. This amounts to 6percent of a
person's weekly waking hours.

listeners, and to grow the Coffeehouse
Enthusiast and Treat Seekers segments

tion? This is the brand relationship,
the " mind share" compared to the
market share, and this is what creates
loyalty, according to Eldredge.

in Broadcast House until 1996.
The 15(X) kHz WTOP(AM) operation no longer exists as such. The
current station owner — Bonneville
International, the Salt Lake City-based
media group — acquired additional FM
frequencies in the Washington area and
moved the station's all- news format
exclusively to the FM band. Bonneville
now uses the 1500 kHz 50 kW facility
to air its Federal News Radio program-

'Barista' outside aStarbucks in Silver
Spring, Md.
So how does astation develop the
brand relationship with prime listeners? Starbucks Director of U.S. Store
Level Marketing Bill Black spoke to
the program consultants about how
the coffee vendor is learning to better serve core customers. He appeared
at the podium wearing his Starbucks
barista green apron.
Before his time, he said, Starbucks
did little to no market research. The
company knew a lot of customers
were coming to the stores but didn't
know anything about them, including
what they were buying or how often.
Now it does. Starbucks has segmented
its customers into five groups:
Super Regulars, who visit stores

to your station, and when they chose
to listen later, they choose you.
On arelated topic, when asked
what Starbucks is doing to go after
radio listeners, Black said it's rare
to see the company use radio or TV
ads; its practice is to become part of
an event, like the lighting of a local
Christmas tree, for example. The idea,
said Black is: " We're not home or
work. We're the third place where you
can have some time to yourself and
get away."
One consultant asked when

16-18 times amonth
Coffeehouse Enthusiasts (
8-12

to be "abandoned in place."
The " inside-out" FM antenna elements are long gone, but if you look

times a month)
Treat Seekers (
once aweek)

Starbucks would offer free Wi-Fi;
Black said those who register can get
free two hours of Wi-Fi aday in a

Basic Occasionals (
once a month)

Starbucks.

carefully, it may be possible to spot
some of the mounting hardware used

Youth Occasionals

for the most unusual installation.
Curiously, in paperwork to the

Super Regulars are 4 percent of the
customers but bring 20 percent of revenue. Coffee House Enthusiasts are 17
percent of customers and 37 percent of

FCC, Andrew engineer Scheldorf
stated that the concept of installing
an antenna inside atower structure " is

lations, the author would be interested
in hearing about them. Write to radioworld e nbinedia.com.
Alines O'Neal is technology editor
for TV Technology and a frequent

through aseries of ownership and call
letter changes — it's now WUSA(TV)

Employees dressed asnowman as a

coffee, he said. Youth Occasionals
don't have the disposable income for
Starbucks, but soon will, and Starbucks
expects them to move directly into
the Super Regular or Coffeehouse
Enthusiast groups.
Eldredge and Black agreed that it's
critical to know your core customers/
listeners and what they care about so
your station can build the brand relationship with them on and off the air.
That way, when they're not listening

WOIC(TV) tower that was such an
integral part of the structure that had

and

40th

— in other words, sell more coffee,
plus specialty drinks and food, which
have a higher markup than plain

When someone is not listening to
this Pl, what do they think of the sta-

not an original plan technically." If
readers are aware of other such instalat

loss in years, but Starbucks maintained
its share at 29 percent, according to
Black — the largest share except for

Covington, Ky. The average heavy user
spends 15 hours aweek with radio.

Brandywine ceased in 1978 after
WTOP(AM) was sold and relocated.
The television operation went

operations

spend some $468 annually at Starbucks
and their average ticket is $4.70. They're
buying more specialty drinks whereas
Super Regulars stick to plain coffee.

day, on average, according to Tripp
Eldredge of Direct Marketing Results in

ming, using the call WFED.
The Broadcast House building was
sold in 1996 and transmitting equipment was removed. However, visitors
to the site still can see the original

Granville Klink, longtime Washington

Enthusiasts, in contrast, skew female,
with an average salary of $ 85,000; 64
percent of this group is married. They

"other, mom and pop" coffee vendors.
Starbucks niche is espresso beverages.
It is outsold by McDonald's and Dunkin'
Donuts in the brewed coffees niche.

ty in early 1992, relocating then to new
quarters afew blocks away. The television transmitting equipment remained

(continued from page 19)
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In 2008, the away-from-home coffee
market experienced its first revenue

any media, anywhere, anytime, Arshi
said at the December event.
Knowledge of brand management is
emerging as a key driver of successful
ratings.
Heavy radio users have 31 occasions
of radio listening per week, or five a

The Starbucks guy who spoke at
the recent Arbitron Consultant Fly-In

Radio

Fehruar

— and originated the last broadcast of

Radio World contributor. He thanks
faines Snyder and John Reiser for

any type at the Broadcast House facili-

help in the preparation qf this article.

revenue. If Starbucks were to increase
overall revenue 5percent, Coffeehouse
Enthusiasts would deliver more than
$150 million annually. Super Regulars
would deliver another $87 million.
Super Regulars skew male, with an
average salary of $ 93,000 per year;

(I'm aonce-a-vveeker at Starbucks.
Ialso learned I'm buying its most
marked- up products!)

WORKBENCH1

de

by John Bisset

CC

45 percent are not married. They
spend an average of four minutes in
the store. They spend over $ 1,000 in
Starbucks annually and their average
ticket is $ 4.36.
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"We who broadcast the Good News of Jesus Christ on aregular bas sreed the

<CHUCK COLSON

fehwship, encouragement 2nd accountability we receive through NIRB. Never
ir cur history has the mission of NRB beei more culicial than it is today."
KAY ARTHUR

-Luis Palau, W.
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XB-14 Is aRadio Studio in aBox

ALLEN & HEATH

Known for Live Sound, Allen & Heath Enters Racio Market With Winning Effort

'PRODUCT
EVALUATION
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Ican't remember the last time Igot
my mitts on anew product that was so
obviously the result of paying attention
to the marketplace.
Radio equipment budgets are downsizing. Broadcasters of all flavors are forced
to rely. on mixers that, however excellent
their sound qualities, are designed for use
by musicians. Thus all those add-on boxes
that clutter up studios from New York to
New Mexico to my house.
Sooner or later, deep in the back
rooms of some mixer manufacturer,
a light bulb was bound to turn on.
In Cornwall, England, it did. Allen
& Heath, which has turned out high quality mixers for recording and live
sound for decades, has found itself a
new market. Meet the XB-14 Radio
Broadcast Mixer.
Although it would be inexcusably unBritish, A&H could justifiably have stenciled "We heard you" all over the box.

NEEDED FEATURES
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it away isn't an option.
, 1
Our competition may have led you to believe that
you know them, or that you can trust them. But
the plain truth is that they just want your cash,
and lots of it!
In atime when cash is scarce, abetter concept
in sales, perhaps amore progressive one, is to
work for asmaller profit and pass the savings along
to the customer.
Realize the savings you can put in your pocket
Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!

THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRObICS SINCE 1990

ID

progressive concepts
Streamwood, IL 60107

For information, contact Allen &
Heath/American Music & Sound in
California at (800) 994-4984 or visit
www.americanmusicandsound.com
or www.allen-heath.com.
musicians mixer and fired up the Allen
& Heath XB-14:

-

Look at all the outboard gear Iwas
able to yank from my studio when I
disconnected my name-brand madefor-

305 South Bartlett Road •

Thumbs Down
-Machine start on stereo channels
needs to be normaled (without
need to wire-up aD-sub)

Mhz

c• • w

-e)

•
70.•

XB-14 Radio Mixer
Thumbs Up
+Full-featured radio replacement
for ' musician' mixers
+Fader-up mic muting and machine
start (machine start requires D-sub
on back of unit)
+Two dedicated, full-featured telco
channels with talkback
+Pushbutton-select NB inputs with
tally lights on stereo channels
+ 100 mm long-throw faders

0:11

eî'l ei

BY DOUG MCLEOD

February 1. 201()

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822

•Relay box for muting studio speakers
and switching four microphones
•Talkback box for communicating with
voice booth talent
•Separate talkback box for communicating with telephone guest (and I
could only work with one of those at
atime, which I'll get to in aminute)
•USB audio interface box for sound in
and out of the computer
•Auxiliary input selector box that brings
in all the sources for which my mixer
didn't have enough stereo faders
•Guest headphone control box
•Guest talkback box
Every one of these metal and plastic
helpmates was in perfect working condition and doing what Ineeded it to do.
But with the XB-14? Ancient history.
Or in that priceless British phrase: made
redundant.
Of course, if you're working with
full-featured professional studio consoles, you may not need all those boxes.
But what if you're a small station? A
newsroom? A station where an extra
studio would come in handy if only the
cost came in handy, too. How about
LPFM? Voice talent with apersonal studio? You could equip all of them with
combinations of mixers and outboard
gear but now you don't have to. With
the XB-14, it's all in the box. One box.
Let's take alook at features the XB-14
(continued on page 24)
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STUDIO SESSIONS

A&H
(continued from page 22)
brings to the studio that normally exist
only in full-fledged consoles priced north
of five grand — some far north:
•Fader-up mic muting/on-air light control? Check.
•Pushbutton-select A/B inputs on all
stereo channels? You bet.
•Available fader start on all inputs of all
stereo channels? Boom, baby!
•Dedicated telephone channels with
individual talkback? The XB- 14 has
two, with individual EQ and program/
aux feed select. Some so-called fullfeatured consoles don't even have one
dedicated phone channel, never mind
the gravy.
•Separate guest headphone control with
talkback? Yessir.
•External monitor select? Oh, yeah.
•100 mm long-throw faders? Ten, count
'em.
•Lots of inserts and auxiliary inputs
and outputs? No fair, since many big
boards have few if any.
When you sit down with the XB- 14,
you actually feel as though you're working with areal radio console, not amusicians' mixer with aherd of external boxes.
The steel faceplate has a solid feel, and
those long faders provide a downright
luxurious range of mixing levels.
The XB-14 is customizable. Users
don't have to have the mies muted when
their faders come up. DIP switches on
the back let the user decide what's on,
what mutes and what doesn't. Machine
start on the stereo faders is handled
through D-sub plug sockets on the rear.
Same for on-air light control and any
external VU meters you might want to
install. Everything else is ready to go
out of the box.
The first four channels are for microphones or line-level inputs. Here users
have a choice of XLR mic input, 1/4inch line or 1/4-inch insert jacks. Each
channel includes atrim pot that adjusts
attenuation from —6dB to +63 dB on the
XLR jack or — 10 dB to +26 dB for the
line jack. Users can reduce pop noise and
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Faders 5 and 6 control the XB-14's
handy Telco channels. These are identical channels that receive and send audio
to two separate POTS and include: XLR
jacks for signals coming from and going
to the hybrid; a trim pot; switchable
high-pass filter; and EQ pots for highand low-frequency tweaking.
TELCO CHANNELS
A terrific feature of each telco channel
is its integrated talkback button, which
allows hosts on any of the first four channels to speak directly to callers through
their mies with the mic faders down.
Another useful feature is the CLF
SCE — or Clean Feed Source — button. In the up position, the caller is fed
straight mix-minus audio including all
program elements. Push it down and
users can feed whatever is on the aux
channel, which can be any combination
of the XB-14's faders.
This setup is also great if the XB-14
is used as a main control console and
the user wants to record phone conversations off the air. Using acombination
of the CLF SCE button and mic channel
prefader selectors users can record both
sides of aconversation in the same way
that they might use the audition channel
of alarger console. This works great and
is nice and clean.
There's also a Mix B button, which
routes the channel signal to a separate
stereo bus for recording or feeding other
equipment.
While Idid not have the opportunity

rumble on each of these pots by punching
in a 100 Hz high-pass filter.
Each of the first four channels features Allen & Heath's musical four-band
EQ — one high-frequency, two mid-

to utilize both telco channels, I used
one in conjunction with my JK Audio
Broadcast Host Digital Hybrid to record
a number of interviews. They went off
flawlessly and sounded clean and professional. Ikept my XB- 14 review unit
longer than usual because Iwanted to
use it for these interviews. It gets habitforming quickly.
By the way, each telco channel includes
a 1/4-inch line-in jack, so if one or both
are not needed for phone work another

range and one low-frequency equalizer.
These channels also include an aux bus
assign control that can send asignal to
the auxiliary stereo bus.
The 100 mm faders are smooth and
have anice tactile feel. And yes, if users
engage the proper activation button in
the master control section, each will
mute the control room speakers when
it's moved up. This action is dependable
and silent.

mono source can be plugged into them.
Next on the XB- I4's topography
come three dual-input stereo channels.
Each accepts one stereo input on 1/4inch plugs and one on RCA connectors.
A separate level control adjusts the trim
for each input. Users select Stereo 1or
Stereo 2 with a pushbutton; indicator
lights above and below the button show
which input is selected. Each stereo channel includes atwo-band EQ section. One

of the two stereo inputs for channel nine
is USB audio coming from acomputer.
Channel 10 features one stereo input.
All 10 channels include nice big illuminated ON buttons, PFL (prefader listen) buttons, which send the audio from
that channel to the control room speakers
and headphones but not to air, pan pots
and peak and signal indicator lights.
Direct USB connections, which provide clean audio directly into and out of
computers, used to be convenient extra
features on mixers and consoles. More
and more, however, they're becoming
necessities. Since so much broadcasting and recording audio now interfaces
directly with computers, it's good to be
able to do so directly from the board —
another external box eliminated. In my
studio tests, the XB- I4's USB connection shook hands flawlessly with both a
PC and Mac.
In addition to the expected controls
for control room and guest headphones,
there's a Talk To Guest button that
enables talkback to guests. Other selections allow users to feed Aux, Mix B,
USB audio or external monitor signals

to the guest headphones.
The power supply is internal, though
close listening reveals no audio effect.
This does cause the board to run alittle
warm, but not noticeably so. According
to the manual, components and construction are as on A&H's larger boards,
"utilizing individual vertically-mounted
channel circuit boards with each rotary
control fixed with ametal nut to the front
panel." The company says this approach
resists damage and lengthens service life.
Adequate 12-segment LED meters
show levels. Naturally, the board provides 48 V phantom power to the four
XLR connectors.
Ididn't use the board in aharsh RF
environment so Ican't comment on RF
immunity.
In operation, the XB-14 is smooth
and reliable. Before long, I began to
refer to it as aboard instead of amixer
because, with its complement of radiospecific features in addition to the clean
audio we've come to expect from highend tabletop mixers, it really does feel
like serious professional equipment that
belongs in a radio station instead of a
musician's project studio.
You could run a busy radio studio
with the Allen & Heath XB- 14. With a
street price at or below agrand, Iwon't
be surprised if a number of stations
begin to do just that.
Doug McLeod is a longtime baseball
play-by-play announcer, voice talent,
sales management consultant and radio
station general manager.

IPROD UCTGUIDE
OMNIA OFFERS PRESET WEB PAGE
Like the proverbial
woman and her shoes,
when it comes to processor presets can you really
ever have too many?
There may only be
one time you'll use " CG
NPR Pure" but it's great
to have it handy for that
special occasion.
To facilitate those
times, Omnia Audio has
opened asection on its
Web site for preset storage and downloading.
Currently new presets Omnia ONE and 6EX and 6EXi HD+FM are available.
Many are from Omnia's resident preset guru Cornelius Gould; but Omnia
encourages users to offer their tweaked versions for general distribution. For
instance, engineers Mike Erickson and Wes Keene have carved their names
into Omnia preset marble.
Omnia notes that storing more than 20 presets can cause problems in the
6EX or 6EXi processors so some discrimination needs to be exercised. These
presets are free.
For information, contact Omnia Audio in Ohio at (216) 241-7225 or visit
www.omniaaudio.com/support/presets.html.
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SURGEX PLUGS IN GLOBALLY
Power protection equipment manufacturer SurgeX International has
introduced a line of power conditioners and surge protectors, the SX1200
line, designed for worldwide use.
The line offers several regional variants including United Kingdom ( 13
A), Europe ( 16 A), China/Australia ( 10 A) and South Africa ( 15 A). The
regionalized variants also use region-specific plug styles (different than traditional U.S. NEMA style).
All of the models share SurgeX's Advanced Series Mode and Impedance
Tolerant EMI/RFI filtering. Some models (RLi and RTi) have SurgeX's Inrush Current
Elimination (ICE) and Catastrophic Over/Under-Voltage Shutdown (COUVS) technologies. All also have 10 plugs, eight switchable and two permanently on.

The RLi models offer plugs for Littlites. The RTi models offer remote turn- on
capabilities.
For information, contact SurgeX International in Pennsylvania at (610) 8474956 or visit vvww.surgexinternationalcom.

COMREX OFFERS BRIC
SERVER SOFTWARE
FOR FREE
Codec maker Comrex is making its
BRIC Traversal Server software available for free to the general public.

Comrex Managing Director Kris
Bobo said, " Some of our larger broadcast network customers have indicated
an interest in being able to privately
manage their own BRIC TS for a
greater level of flexibility and we are
happy to make this available for them

EVENT 580 O
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and all of our ACCESS customers."
Previously, the Traversal Server system
was run exclusively through Comrex's
installation.
The Traversal Server (TS) software
allows Comrex ACCESS IP codecs like

The Moseley Event 5800 — is a carrier
class T1 / E1/IP
EVENT 58',)0 IDU

Ethernet

radio

Combined with the Starlink SL9003T1,
bidirectional STL/TSL.

Traversal Server requires VMware's
VMware player application. Traversal

HIGH PAYLOAD CAPACITY

Server is compatible with Windows
and Linux systems.

HD RADIO - READY TODAY
EVENT 5800 ODU

LEVERAGE IP DEVICES AND APPS
EASY DEPLOYMENT

HOW TO SUBMIT

EXCELLENT ROI

Send aletter to the editor about any
article or relevant topic. E-mail to
radioworld@nbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject line.

link.

the Event 5800 creates a high capacity

the one shown to locate each other,
navigate routers, networks and firewalls.

For information, contact Comrex
in Massachusetts at ( 978) 784-1776 or
visit www.comrex.com.

•

www.moseleysb.corn
Dave Chancey. [ 805) 968 9621
Bill Gould ( 978) 373 6303
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Project Lets City Speak for Itself
Open Sound New Orleans Creates
'Collaborative Sound Map of the City'
BY JAMES CARELESS
Creating content by using on-location interviews and ambient sound is nothing new. Letting acity's residents produce
their own audio landscape? That's something else.
In a nutshell, this is the idea behind Open Sound New
Orleans, "acommunity project that invites New Orleanians to
document their lives in sound," according to Jacob Brancasi,
curator and co-creator of the project with Heather Booth.
"Participants record, or make recording requests for, the
important sounds and voices in their lives. The sounds they
record are archived and organized geographically on asoundmap of the city, which can be found on the Web."

Mapmarkers indicate available audio files from around the
Orleans Parish area, with the Mississippi winding through
and Lake Pontchartrain at top.

HOW IT WORKS
The focal point for the Open Sound New Orleans project is
its Web site at www.opensoundneworleans.com. This is where
people can upload whatever audio they have created for the
project, be it their personal stories and recollections, "wild
sound" recordings of actual events, street scenes or concerts;
or whatever melange they might edit together themselves.
(After all, with today's computer-based editing software, a
thoughtful novice can put together areasonably decent radio
documentary.)
In those instances where people can't do their own recording, Booth and Brancasi are there to help.
"We have four Zoom H2s" — handheld stereo digital
recorders with built-in microphones — "which were purchased with donations from friends, family and other New
Orleanians." says Brancasi.
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Visitors click on amapmarker for
download information and details
about the recording.
"Since August 2008, we have loaned
these recording kits to community organizations, neighborhood groups and
individuals to facilitate a diversity of
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direct dispatches from around our city.
A majority of the content on the site has
been recorded by New Orleanians who
use the equipment we lend out and train
them on."
At the Web site, the sound clips are
organized using an interactive "soundmap" of New Orleans. By clicking on
various locations, surfers can take an
"audio tour" of the city as heard through
the ears and imaginations of its citizens.
"Our intent is to make more accessible the authentic, unedited sounds and
voices of New Orleans," says Heather
Booth. "We believe that archiving the
sounds of our city as everyday people
hear them, move through them and create them, is an act of preservation."
The site's list of available audio
files suggests the difficulty in building a large-scale effort. Among their
recent efforts to build content, Brancasi
and Booth invited musician Quintron to
contribute "ambient and musical snapshots" documenting the creation of a
new album he is recording in 2010 in the
galleries of the New Orleans Museum of
Art, with museum patrons at hand.
Last year they issued acall to people
who live in the area of the Dwyer Canal.
The ground on one side of the canal is
lower than on the other, making the historically African-American side more
prone to inundation. Now flood mitigation efforts are being carried out, and
Open Sound invited residents to share
thoughts and experiences about their
neighborhoods via audio recordings.
The Open Sound New Orleans site
has a Creative Commons AttributionNoncommercial 3.0 license. By contributing to the site, people automatically
certify that all of their sound can copied, distributed, transmitted and adapted
(continued on page 28)
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You can also easily interface with new or existing computers.
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all your time synchronization needs.
ESE, 142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245 USA, Tel (310) 322-2136
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An example of the specific sound file pages created for each sound added to the map.

"OP-Xis very functional and easy to use.
One of the best features is the log merge.
On our old system it took minutes and with
OP-Xit takes seconds."
-John O'Dea, Ups Mgr
WNNK-FM, Harrisburg, PA

re

Modular Operation in Op-X allows
tcr atieredl system at afraction of
ti-e cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
rrodules on the network.
Remote voice- tracking allows
fo - creat on of content for
remote s:udios also running
Cp-X.
The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clock builder turns the
vevious task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
lew simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
rrachine using the Op-X Serial
Server.
Importing ogs now gets its own
rrodule that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
rraintain, and has automatic
backup features.

E.
arlf

CIA

•

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was
introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited' It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take
alook at the new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-Xs' versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www. bgs.c c
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Links of Love: Heart- Smart Ideas

else clean your house, so you can
enjoy aspecial night out and come
home to clean sheets.

Tips to Get the Most Out of Your
Promotions Around Valentine's Day

PROMO

POWER
Mark Lapidus
"But will the diamond we give away
really be worth $5,000, or is the jeweler
inflating the price?"
If this rhetorical question sounds
familiar, it's because it's asked at radio
stations around the country every year
just before Valentine's Day.
It's typically posed by the program
director to the general sales manager,
who punts it to the account executive, who asks the only sponsor of the
contest: the jewelry store owner. The
diamond man feigns surprise and the
contest goes on.
The correct answer to this quiz is that
owner should certify the value of the
prize in writing, so you're then able to
supply the contest winner with the correct tax form at the end of the year.
Are you going to go through the same
old schtick? Or this year would you like
to try something different for the most
romantic day of the year on Feb. 14?

SALES HOOKS
If you've got an active Web site, one
way to go is by creating a "Links of
Love" section.
Your GSM will be enamored of this
idea because each page can be sponsored by clients who supply a prize,
give you pictures of product and even
do audio and video interviews.
Start by creating a listing of all the
major florists in your market. Feature
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only those that purchase the package,
which includes an
expanded listing, onair mentions when
you give away their
prize and a spot
schedule. Pick the
title sponsor of this
section to be interviewed online and
perhaps on the air as
well.
The
next section features lingerie shops, and don't
forget their online
counterparts. Use the
same model outlined
above — and hopefully afew real models who can show off the merchandise,
or at least describe it by holding it up
and showing it to your video camera.
Restaurants will want to be part of
"Links of Love," as Valentine's often
involves the perfect meal out. Perhaps
one of your air personalities can spend
aweek taste-testing meals out and blogging about the places in this section,
while also mentioning them on-air.
Are there enough hotels in your
area offering tantalizing Valentine onenighters for locals? If so, build asection
for them.
Other categories to consider for content and subsequent sales include limousine companies, theatre and dinner-theatre venues, beauty salons, gift stores,
perfume and make-up counters, dating
services, tanning salons, and of course,
jewelers.

STATION SERVICES
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IT'S ADATE
Here are afew more Valentine's promotions you can have fun with on-air. Use
these now or save them for next year:
— Date Lab: Arrange one blind date
per day for at least five days in a row.
Do this by taking calls on your morning
show and by allowing people to enter
online. Record calls the morning after a
date with each person, getting the details.
Pre-record these so that one can't hear
the other's comments until after they've
already done their own "date review." At
the end of the run, the couple who seems
to have the most potential goes on the
ultimate Valentine's Day date.
— Maid for Valentine's: Nothing says
romance better than having someone

OPEN SOUND
(continued from page 26)

without payment of rights claims.

Common Ground for
Uncommonly Successful
:30/:60-sec. Radio Features

Something New Every Month!

Sales Professionals

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David at 615-776-1359
or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.
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RADIO ANGLE
The project was featured in a
recent broadcast of NPR's "Weekend
Edition," with listeners given a "tour"
of the city soundscape.
Booth and Brancasi had been
working on the Web version of Open
Sound New Orleans since early 2008.
The idea of taking it to public radio
occurred after they won one of eight
2009 grants from the Association of
Independents in Radio Inc. with funding from the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting. The project was funded
under the Makers Quest 2 program,

— LoVe Songs: Every format has
'em ... maybe you should make
abig deal about playing them on
V-Day, all day and all night.
— Instant V-Day Gratification:
Prompt your listeners to go totally red on this special day by
doing something truly special:
donating blood.
— Date Night: Take over alocal
bar and invite singles only. In
fact, take over more than one bar
and admit only those whose age
corresponds to the decade ... One
place for ages 20-30, another for
30-40, another for 50-plus.

— Vasectomies Vanquished for
Valentine's: How about a new
twist on the usual, where you
have a doctor reverse the treatment for three or four men and
then have a race to see who can have
the first baby? This one could keep you
busy for over nine months.
Valentine's is all about creating the
fantasy of finding the perfect person or
having the perfect night out with someone you love.
While everyone knows that trying to
do anything "perfectly" is tough, they're
willing to give it ashot, or at least hear
or read about others' attempts to find
love. In these times when it's harder
than ever for radio stations to make
emotional connections with listeners,
don't be left sitting on the bench while
others dance.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. Contact: marklapidus@ verizon.
net.
according to AIR Executive Director
Sue Schardt. The goal of that initiative
was to encourage producers to bring
"do it yourself' culture and new media
to traditional public radio platforms.
That funding ended last August. But
Open Sound New Orleans remains a
going concern.
"We're eavesdroppers," Booth said.
"We love sound and conversation, particularly the sounds and conversations
of our city, New Orleans ... We chafe a
little at the ' voice of authority' required
in radio, and the gatekeeper strategy
that has long kept so many voices out.
That is why we were so surprised and
thrilled that CPB and AIR wanted to
support our project, which is simply
about encouraging the people of our
city to get involved in their own representation."
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EAS
(continued from page 4)

its best analysis of why.
Participants would also be asked to
provide the date and time of receipt of
the EAN message by all stations; the
date and time of the initiation of the
actual broadcast of the presidential message; who they were monitoring at the
time of the test; the make and model
number of the EAS equipment that
they utilized; and other data. (The FCC
language was unclear about whether
this additional info would be required
or optional.)
TELL THE FCC
Is the proposed annual testing the
best way to make sure EAS works
nationally? Is an annual test necessary;
is it sufficient? Is two months' notice
enough? These are questions the FCC is
asking and on which it seeks comment.
The commission also noted atechnical
concern. It said coder/decoder manufacturers "may have programmed their devices
to receive and transmit EANs in different
ways." This may affect the ability of some
devices to relay an EAN properly.
"In its 2008 Closed Circuit Test
Report, the Primary Entry Point
Administrative Council noted that many

ENDECs process EAN messages by
ignoring FIPS, i.e. location codes for
national level messages, on the assumption that anational message is intended
for the entire nation," it stated.
"Accordingly, they transmit the message whether or not an EAN contains a
FIPS code. At least one ENDEC manufacturer, however, has devices which
require a FIPS code match. Thus in
order to properly forward an EAN, the
devices must receive a message that
contains an appropriate FIPS code as
authorized by commission rules."
The commission asks whether this
situation raises further problems and
what it should do about them. For
instance, should the FCC require that
encoder/decoders relay an EAN message irrespective of FIPs code? Should
it designate anational-level FIPS code?
Iagree with the FCC that a properly
functioning national EAS remains important and that this national testing regime
is appropriate. The proposed rules appear
to reflect input from broadcasters and
do not appear to me to impose an undue
additional burden on stations. But you
may feel differently. Tell me at radioworldenbmedia.com. And make your
thoughts known to the commission; you
can file acomment on its Web site. Refer
to EB Docket No. 04-296.
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PEOPLENEWS
MARKLEY'S LEGACY LIVES ON
Donald L. Markley passed away in late 2009.
The president and founder of consulting firm
D.L. Markley & Associates in Peoria, Ill., was
73. According to Senior Engineer Jeremy Ruck,
Markley had multiple myeloma.
The company Markley started with his wife
Phyllis in 1964 continues in business.
"Although Don is no longer with us physically,
his spirit, vision and legacy live on in D.L. Markley
& Associates, and we will be continuing his life's
work, his passion," Ruck wrote in an e-mail to Radio
World.
Donald L. Markley was graduated from Bradley
University in Peoria, Ill., with abachelor's of science in electrical engineering
and master's of science in electrical engineering, according to the company Web
site. Prior to full-time consulting, he was an associate professor of electrical
engineering at the university.
According to an obituary in The Journal Star newspaper, Markley was amember of the Association of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers and the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and other organizations, and had
mentored anumber of engineers throughout his career. He was aregistered professional engineer in the state of Illinois and an amateur radio operator, K9WFG.
The firm does work in broadcasting, power distribution, safety and forensic engineering. Its staff consists of Phyllis Markley, Office Manager Paulette
Hoskins, Staff Engineer Keith Turcot and Ruck, who had been overseeing dayto-day operations during Markley's illness.
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BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
CONSOLES/

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

MISCELLANEOUS

MIXERS/ROUTERS

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

Arrakis 1200-105 stereo console in gd cond w/power sply
& manual, $ 1000; Gates/Harris
5-chnl stereo console, $250; BE
Spotmaster, mono 8-chnl console,
$200. CHaynes, 601-636-7944.

SCA Demodulator Cards,
$12.00/ea, 417-881-8401.

STOP
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
:A aplug-in modem/telephone RF filter from:

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

WANT TO BUY

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: saks@baycountry.com

KY Filter Company

ADM ( audio designs and
manufacturing) 70s era consoles and parts. Al @ agrunwel@twcny.rr.com.

3010 Grinnel Place

ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst
888-765-2900
Full product

line for sound

control & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
ASR-Tower Registration
Standard & Custom signs
Guy Wire Protectors - Ant. Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
Free Catalog
610-458-8418
s•Avw antennalD corn

Scala MF95013 STL dish, $300;
Scala PR950 SIL dish, $ 500. C
Haynes, 601-636-7944.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

AUTOMATION

Looking
for
serviceable
Potomac FIM-21 and FIM-41
meters. Please contact with
details. Richard Biby, P.E.
rich@biby.net or 540-3384363.

Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

EQUIPMENT
MICROPHONES/

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws0
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.

FACILITIES

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
S

sadioworld.com

EMPLOYMENT
Are you asmall market station needing agood nuts &
bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your
station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/
Part-time/Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell
Rakoff, 917-324-8466 mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/
talk show host Adam Amick is available for shows,
correspondent, features, etc.
Check out www.bleacherreport.com for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adarn@
rubbinsracingshow.com.

www.ky-filters.com

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.

Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave. Ham Radio, CB etc.
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NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

POSITIONS WANTED

WANT TO BUY

DNV

COMPLETE

S'You Know We Know Radio

HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
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•Call David at 615-776-1359 or
a e-mail: dcarson@nbmedia.com

RADIOWORLD

CONSULTANTS
Factory Authorized Rechipping, Recapping,
Realignment, and Restoration. ,

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844

Hemline Ave.

N.,

Shoreview, MN

55126

651-784-7445

• AM/FM/NCE Applications

• Pre- Purchase Inspections

• ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

E-mail: iño.owleng.com

(301) 880-7109

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

www.optimod.fm

..9.M Directional Array ffesign, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
Fax (
651)784-7541

Bill Sacks, CPBE

.• "

• Intermodulation Studies

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

orteen

• Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning

"
Member AFCCE"

1, 2010

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

We Expertly Refurbish Analog Optimods

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

•

FebrLa

optimod

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

is atrademark of Cin uit Research Labs, Inn

FROM STOCK

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSL LTA \ IV
Irtdi Scrvitc lonn Allocation to

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

1-800 AM•0004

rilk:ration ANI/F111/1-V/AlrX Scrvices
Firls1Work:Antenna and

800AM 80004 cm' ,

COMPLETE STUDIOS
PRE. DIPLI or, TO YOUR
SPECS FREQUENCY CHANGES

Nlullatte‘

ANTENNAS AND TRANSMITTERS

Ii.ngineertng, Inc.

UPDATE YOUR OLD TRANSMITTER &
M.O. AUDIO CHAIN

Member MD)

Over 45 rears engineering
and colisulling experience

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
{ 3011921-0115

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

Fo ( 301)590-9757
mullaneyermullenqr corn

www.grahanthroc k.com

• AM, FM and TV coverage

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

prediction§ and upgrade studies
• Broadcast transmission facilit,

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

design
• FCC applications preparation
• Contact

567411 ( mono Kral. Soar K
Carlsbad. California 92008
(760) 433.4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
•al ill lInkx , ort•
.. b
•, r,o

Clarence M. Beverage or

Laura M. Mizrabi for additional
information

I

\ Coo. •
Ase. Friquenrydkoorrov Enpérme,Co• ,,
P.O.•OX

MarhoK NJ 0805

ICI: ( H56)986.0077 • Fase M6)985-0121

www.commtechrf.com

TUNWALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

Without advertising
aterrible thing happens...

AUJI Online
Advertise your employment
on our web Wte for only
*2 per wordi

radioworIcl.com

MAY1311,109.

Call David
for all Via details at
815-7713-121150

For information contact
David at 615-776-1359
or dcarsonq nhinedia cow

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
snows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO,
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc, Iwill pay for

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

EMAIL:

AM
Station
in
Rome,
NY REDUCED PRICE plus
FM translators in Enid
OK, Jacksonville, NC &
Temple, TX, Taylorsville,
IL,
Hopkinsville,
KY,
Lawrenceburg, TN. Email
mraley@bbnradio.org.

MICROWAVE

WE RENT FOR LESS S

WANT TO BUY

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800)438-6040

s"You

Know We Know Radio"

o

NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL

EKS!

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOM

do

CDULfi

Coll David Carson for all the details at

615-776-135
eitarson@nbmotu tom

330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.com

Out with the old...

with
the new!

KBUX-FM Radio Station f/
sale in Quartzsite, AZ,. 205
watts, FCC approval f/6000
watts. License only or w/studio/house on 1
/ acre+/-. King
2
of Arizona Realty, Jayne F.
Cushman, Broker, 928-9275464.

EQUIPMENT

DDi'D1

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS

WANT TO SELL

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

í.)2J

The TRC-1P leatunng plate on/plate off function for both transmitters

FAX: (631)403-4617

REMOTE &
RECORDING &

Uli&)L?

PHONE: (631)965-0816

STATIONS

PLAYBACK HARDWARE

unnliorf e]

Applications, Amendments, Allocations

Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

ERTISE

GET POSTED THE

AM-FM-LPFM-TV
$250.00 FM Frequency Studies

@yahoo:corn

copies... Feel free to call me at
925-284-5428 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

ADS

I

mcelenzacommuncationsconsultant

Equipment Wanted: obsolete,
or out of service broadcast
recording gear, amplifiers, preamps, outboard, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots acceptable. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmailcom.

11"42)

M. Celenza
Communications Consultant

Donations Needed: All Volunteer, Non-profit Low Power
community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer
tax deduction letter, You determine donation value, We will
pay shipping. Equipment shared
between three Wisconsin stations. Looking for Mics, Mixers,
field equipment etc. You name
it. Email: Dan@WIECradio.org.

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?
Sell your used equipment here
in the pages of Radio World
Broadcast Equipment Exchange.
It's easy...send David an e-mail or
give him acall. We'll run your
FREE listing(s) for two consecutive issues!
I II

l
ii i

COLLECT DUST.. COLLECT $ INSTEAD!
you have any questions regarding the
procedure, you can call David at
615-776-1659 or email him at
dcarson@nbmedia.com for more information.

BROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHANGE

RADIO WORLD

ECONCO NEW TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

FAX: +1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

1,•Pww.econco.coM

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

NEW TUBE

WANT TO

SELL

Collins 830E-16 10kW FM
xmtr w/3102-2 exciter, $ 3900.
812-438-2000.
EnergyOnyx Eco 4, new, still in
box, $ 15000. The Radio Network,
307-875-6666 or 307-871-1173
or alankugr@hotmail.com.

Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

Sine Systems RFC1B remote
control unit w/RP8 relay panel,
gd cond, $800. C Haynes, 601636-7944.

WANT TO

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STEs Studio & Test Equipment

WIEWORLD

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
S "You Know We Know Radio" S

LXCIU111,:„!e

BESCO

World Leader
in

INTERNACIONAL

AM- FM
Él
Transmitters

www.Besco-Int.com
Pre- Owned

LE. Witkoysk - President
Rob Malany - Vice President
Sales: 132 11-960-400 I

2',nal@WORLD

AM- FM

units in stock!

Info: ( 972)-931-6055
Email:

Sales

Besco-Intcom

Used FM Transmitters
Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
BE FM2-C, solid state
Harris Z2. solid state
Harris FM5K1
Harris HT5
BE Fmi703. solid state
BE FM10S, solid state
Harris HT10
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC). solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
Continental 816R-4C, solid state IPA
BE FM35A

Please visit our website,
www.lmamtv.com, for additional listings.

1982
1987
1986

crown

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS
AdrAni."4:7
1..
Mr'

NEW POWER TUBES

Pro-Tek ®

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Power &abeam.

EEV

SVETLANA

NEW SOCKETS di
REPLACEMENT PARTS

H ' 1/.01-

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr seryice on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent at 402-493-1886 day or night,

AS11r.

USA DISTRIBUTOR

PRom 0

To Order:

eel eees

1-800-881-2374

°R s,
•
•.
,ock.

Outside U.S. (352)592-7800

Made In U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

•

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

Se Habla Español
PO. 13,,x, 6409
Spring Hill. FL 3461 I

41101

352-592-7Ni
Fax 352-596-4584 .

BEST SERVICE
......dancloAretronla,com

RF

•
- •. • -- • • • - •

RE PARTS - CO.
Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
otorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

www.goodricherderprises.com.

737-2787

760-744-0700

For more information, including rates &
BrOROCRST

deadlines, call David at
615-776-1359.

Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Nautel Ampfet 50

tA SOC
e

"./

-me le

Exciters
New 30W Synthesized exciters
Used BE Fxi250 FM & HD exciter
Used Harris Digit 2nd Generation exciter
Used Nautel NE-50 exciter

TRANSMITTERS. STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS, ANTENNAS,

Reach Radio Professionals!

Used AM Transmitters
KW
KW
KW

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

aim evéron

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

5
5
50

NEW & REBUILT

Se

•
2009
2001
2005
1988
1991
2004
2004
1995
2005
2005
1999
1986

Tubes

CAN

Complete Inventory at:

leY 800-446-2295
if,, Our 36th Year!

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW HD
KW
KW
KW HD
KW
KW
KW

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Worldwide Availability

rreh

1
2
2
5
5
7+3.5
10
10
14+5
20
27.5
35

C Electronics

BUY

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches,
AM Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

Ire 50W RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.romseyelectronics.com

TUBE

CCA AM 10,000 D —

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

NEW

TUBES

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

5000W C51 xmtr, complete w/
new tubes & manuals, spare
tubes, new 3CX10,00A. Call
Tom Wiseman, WZYX, 931-8089473.

February 1, 2010

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
:
•
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Stop Shouting, Start Talking
As a recording artist
and radio host, I'm fortunate enough to have two
of the best jobs on the
planet.
Working in businesses
so closely linked has given
me a unique perspective
on how music is used on
radio and how the music
and broadcasting industries
have benefited from their
partnership over the years.
So naturally, I've been
closely following the debate about radii)
performance royalties and the pending
legislation in Washington. As someone
who has experience on both sides of this
business, it seems like now is the right
time to share some thoughts on the matter.
The arguments have been laid out
clearly. Musicians claim their work is
being used without permission or compensation; they're right. Broadcasters
claim the system has been mutually beneficial for decades and that radio cannot
incur this added expense in the middle of
arecession; they're right, too.
But as is often the case in delicate legislative matters, clear-cut issues are rarely so clear-cut. As Isee it, aperformance
royalty will likely be imposed in some
form. The Judiciary Committee Chairs
in Congress who oversee intellectual

property support it, and
both House and Senate
Judiciary
Committees
have approved the bill.
Radio is the last business in America that is
exempt from royalties, so
most insiders say this is
inevitable. The question
is, how can it be implemented to minimize the
impact upon the already
struggling radio business,
one that can ill afford
to take on this expense
right now? And how can
we ensure that smaller, independent and
minorityowned stations don't get irreparably harmed in this operational change?
REAL INPUT
Iam not an expert in this arena by any
measure, but having lobbied Congress on
other issues, one thing I've learned is that
Congress needs help to get it right.
For it to do its job properly, it needs the
input of real folks who work in the businesses affected — in this case, musicians,
labels and broadcasters. But the lack of
dialogue between the two sides, represented by the musicFirst Coalition and
the National Association of Broadcasters,
is leading to an impatient Congress that
will do it its own way — and that could
be adisaster for those of us with avested
interest in this outcome.

ADVERTISER INDEX

Ihi, h.ong

I 2010

mutually beneficial one for years.

2)

Begin the dialogue. Only real
negotiations will head off runaway congressional action. But as I
write, the two sides have only met once,
at the insistence of legislators. Dialogue
is productive — it's a start ... and
shouldn't require an act of Congress.

A Royal Ly May Be Inevitable. both Sides be! efit by Dialogue
BY DAVE KOZ

Febru

So with respect to resolving this issue
the right way, Ihumbly offer afew suggestions for moving beyond the current
stalemate. No matter which side of the
aisle you're on — or which side of the

3)

dial you're on — we should be able to
agree on some basic principles:

Accept that the performance royalty is inevitable ... but let's
make sure it's implemented in as painless away as possible.

1)

Turn down the volume. To
musicFirst, while it's true that
the U.S. is the only developed country
in which artists don't get paid for radio

First and foremost, radio should insist
that collections not begin in the middle
of a recession. Broadcasters will need

Only real negotiations will head off runaway
congressional action.
—Dave Koz
',aerie"

airplay, having the American broadcast
industry equated to North Korea and
other totalitarian states does us no good.
It's hurtful and unfair and it should stop.
And to the broadcasters, let's not cast
the other side as "greedy foreign record
labels." That's unfair too. The majority
of this royalty will go directly to the
artists, with the remainder divided up
between major and independent labels
— copyright owners who pay good old
American taxes. Remember that while
it does need to change to adapt to our
current times, the relationship between
radio and records has been afruitful and

time to adjust with a delay or ramp-up
over time.
Fees could be discounted to take into
account the significant promotional value
that radio provides and has provided artists and labels for decades.
Small radio stations should be capped
in their royalty payments at a mutually
agreed upon level.
And finally, Congress should help
radio achieve its other legislative initiatives that will help the broadcasting industry boost revenue while it takes on this
new expense. This could even be the
,
ntinued on page 34)
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"A great resource for those
of us who 'wear many
hats.' I
love how a
problem is presented and
the start-to-finish progress
towards the solution!
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IREADER'SFORUM
GIVE ' EM WHAT THEY WANT
Thank you for including WHOW(AM) Clinton, Ill., and our
picture
How!"
friends
casters

WORLD

OPINION

in your timely story on AM broadcasting ("AM, and
Nov. 4). I've gotten lots of e- mails from my broadcast
across the country, as well as phone calls from broadIknow and some Idon't.

Vol. 34, No. 3

casters will continue moving their AM content to the FM band
(let's be honest, they don't have enough new content to fill up all
those "new" radio stations). As they do, whatever little pressure
they could exert on device manufacturers will disappear.
It is clear that the future of hand-held devices does not contemplate an AM option. This will shoot down the possibility of
ever attracting young listeners to the band.
It won't happen overnight; but if this is the trend, the future
of the AM band is, at best, bleak. If we consider that, in addition to digital radio, cars will have the option of Internet radio,
then the last bastion for AM stations (cars) will be
heavily fragmented.
You used to pay so much money to belong to the
"exclusive club" of FCC license holders. When the
exclusive club is no longer, how much is an AM
license going to be worth? In the end, radio is abusiness and you need to make so much to pay the bills. If
the value of AM licenses drops so much, what are we,
the small radio owners, working so hard for?
Heberto Limas-Villers
President
KNUV(AM)/KNRV(AM)
Denver

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

J

The ones Idon't know called to ask "How did you do it?"
My answer was simple: Give the people what they want.
AM is still an important source of information and entertainment for many communities large and small.
Randal J. Miller
President
Miller Media Group
Clinton, Ill.

SERIOUSLY WORRIED
I've been reading your articles regarding AM radio's outlook with extreme interest. Iown two AM stations, one in
Phoenix and another in Denver, and am seriously worried
about the long-term future of the band.
As digital receivers reach acritical number, most large broad-

KOZ
(continued from page 33)

flashpoint needed to turn the business around and actually
improve it significantly.
Even Gordon Smith, the NAB's CEO, was quoted as
saying the issue has become "so tiresome to members of
Congress that they'd give you alot to get rid of it." Radio
can work with Congress to make this beneficial for all.
All of this is easier said than done, of course. But nothing will be accomplished until both sides get in aroom and
begin talking. If we — musicians and broadcasters — don't
take matters into our own hands, Congress will "fix" our
business for us without our input.
So to both sides of this battle, Iurge you to work it out,
and let's do it soon. Imay be the host of amusic radio show,
but on this issue, I'm asking musicFirst and NAB to adopt
a "talk format."
The author is a six-time Grammy nominee and multiplatinum pop instrumentalist. He hosts an afternoon radio
show distributed on the Smooth Jazz Radio Network as well
as the syndicated "Dave Koz Radio Show."

Iam young and Ilike AM. Iwill hate to see AM
go. Ithink it is time to create that new FM from
Channels 5and 6.
Irecently tried to help aperson start anew AM station with
no success. We had plenty of listeners but when we tried to get
commercials, people said "It is AM radio, we only advertise on
FM." It was aChristian station and we only had afew churches
take part. We probably could have done better if the economy
was not in such amess.
The only way people will do something is if the government signs something into law, just like they did with digital
television. Ihave never listened to AM stereo but Isometimes
wonder if this would not help AM, since so many people are
crazy about FM stereo.
Travis Arrington
Chancellor, Ala.

TOUGH TIMES
As a small-town operator, 2009 was the worst year we
have ever encountered. We pay so much to ASCAP, BMI and
SESAC, it eats up most of the profit. Since May I'm glad Iget
asocial security check, because at this time we are just trying
to meet expenses.
Locally we lost the Ford-Dodge-Jeep-Chrysler dealership,
TrueValue hardware and three restaurants. Auto advertising,
we've lost local and national. The grocery chain serving this
town beat me up for twice the spots for the same price.
One local restaurant was taken to court by BMI for playing
our station in the restaurant; another restaurant owner got aletter from BMI threatening him for playing soft jazz CDs. Yet it
is all right to use XM for entertainment in public restaurants.
This is so screwy. Radio promotes the music yet we are
penalized; while locally we are expected to do football and
basketball games or we're schmucks.
Here it's abig deal for an advertiser to pay $ 150 amonth
for 80 spots. Ican't get 5bucks. There is anewspaper to take
what they can.
It's arough ride.
Han' Rees
Owner
KPKE(AM)
Gunnison, Colo.
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Comrex BRICLink

provides reliable, high quality, cost-effective IP audio transmission
over dedicated links.

plus

ISM Band 5.x GHz IP Radios

from Trango Systems, Tranzeo, Motorola, Tsunami and others available at BGS
provide a low-cost, unlicensed, line of sight data link.

equals
Perfect, low cost STL solution

Use with BRICLink's linear and FLAC modes for full bandwidth audio
with minimal delay. Easy to set up. Low operating cost.

Available from

Broadcasters
General Store
www.bgs.cc • 352-622-7700
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VIES 11131IS THE BEST
AUDIO PRO CESSOR FOR UNDER S3K. PERIOD.
The Vorsis VP-8Digital Audio Processor delivers clean detailed sound
at agreat price. In fact, you can easily spend two to three times more
and still not match the VP-8's performance.
Installation and setup takes only minutes. The VP- 8 is loaded and
ready to go for FM, AM, FM- HD, AM- HD, streaming, and studio
processing. It's great sounding presets are carefully tailored for your
format and media. No need to spend endless hours tweaking, he
VP- 8will make your station sound great, right out of the box.

Of course, if tweaking is your thing, VP-8lets you under the hood with
acomplete toolset - in the VP- 8, nothing is hidden. With its 4- band
AGO/compressor and 8- band limiter, the VP- 8 boasts more bands
than any other processor in its price range to give you avery clean,
loud, competitive sound that doesn't destroy the music.
It also includes features rarely found even on top-of-the- line
processors: a reference-grade stereo encoder for FM, built-in test
oscillatoc dive-sity delay, multi- point headphone monitoring, and
extensive metering.

For FM stations, expect a sound that easily holds its own with your
high- power major market ccmpetitors. Listeners comment that with
the VP- 8 they now hear the rest of the music! AM stations often
experience a dramatic increase in coverage area along with greatly
improved intelligibility and sound quality.

The bottom line? The Vorsis VP- 8gives more bang per buck than any
other audio processor in its class (and then some). And since Vorsis is
designed and built by Wheatstone here in the US, you know it'll hold
up and be supported 24/7 for years and years.

The VP-8 is also ideal for streaming audio, studio processing, as a
versatile backup processor or as an s
n_ protection limiter.

lnthgued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set up a
demo. You'll be happy you did. Vorsis— more listeners listening more.
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Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
www.vorsis.com Isales@wheatstone.com

